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ABSTRACT

The Development of a Video Course for Students at
the Grade Seven Level

A. Lenore Gray

fn our modern world there is 1itt1e room for educating

students in the merits of vj-sual learning. One of the purposes

of this study was to promote visual learning by implementing

a video course. The Grade Seven students involved in this study

were taught the vj-deo course based on the systems approach,

and they aided in the evaluation of the course and the instruction.

Initially, sLudents h/ere adninistered a teacher-designed

questionnaj-re to determine their entering knowledge in video

production and to establish whether any students had previous

experiences in drama and in drawing

Various pre and post-tests were admj-nistered to the students.

One of these tests was the standardized Structure of the Intellect

(S0I) j-nstrument which measured vi-sual abilities. The results

of the S0ï test were inconclusive. 0n1y three of the sub-

tesEs, when submitted to t-tests, proved to be significant.

The Convergent Production of Figural Units test, NFU, was

calculated as +3.112 (tp .05) and the convergent Producti.on of

Symbolic Transformati-on test, NST, was assessed as +3..582"

These resulEs indi-cated that the video course had a posit,i-ve

effect upon these two areas of visual learning " Conversely,

l-11_
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t.he CognitÍon of Figural Transformation test, CFT, had a

negative result of -3.22, ThÍs finding seems to indicate that

rhe video course had a negative impact upon this aspect of visual

learning. In general , however, the sample of this study \.{as

too limited Eo claim any wÍdespread statistical significance.

0ther methods of evaluation included intervÍews of the

students concerning the design and structure of the course, as

well as an assessment of the quality of instruction. These

interviews were conducted in sma11 groups by a teacherts-

aide. The results of the interviews indicated that more time

was needed to produce a quality product. The students maintained

that they had complete control over the production of the video

and that the course instructj-ons were easy to fo1low. Many

students felt that. they had experienced some personal growth while

producing Lhe video. Through the interview they emphasized Ehat

most of their personal growth was positive, decreasing shyness and

increasing friendliness among the class members. Some studenEs

did not find that the video course caused a positive change in

their personalities; rather, it caused students to feel somewhat

insecure and reluctant to join in classroom activitj.es. fn

surunary, seventy-five percent of the participanËs stated that they

had enjoyed the course and that Ehey would like to repeat the program.

This study examined one aspect of visual learnÍng. The

systemaEic approach, documented in this study, appeared to be

successful in producing a visual curriculum. Much more research

needs to be done in this area to establish the impact of visual

learning upon intelligence.

iv
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CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTTON

Backeround to the Srudy

Educators have come to realize the effects of the visual

¡nedia, especially televisi-on, upon Ehe minds of students. More

and more often students spend most of Lheir recreational time

watching videos and television programs. Educators are alarmed

not only by the lengLh of time students spend viewing thi-s material

but also by the passive nature of such viewing:

I,{e do a 1ot of looking. tr{e look through lenses, atscreens and glassed tubes; in fact we Íook about twelvehours a day, but we see less and less, i{e become on-lookers, spectators,'subjects' looki-ng at rtobSect;;;.1

MosË of our educational efforts for these stud.ents have been

devoted towards practical ends. MosE of a studentrs day is devoted

to the prescribed curriculum. fn our modern world there is lÍLtle
room for educating students in the merits of the visual arts or for
involving students in creative vi-sual projects. This sent.irnent was

expressed in a report of the commiLtee for visual Arts at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Ig52_54:

American education has been, and sti1l is, based onvocational convenÍence rather than deep-rooEed values.rf an idea cannot serve the immediate need or trre Jay,i-t appears to be without teachJ.ng merits. To the

i-Jetferv Schrank,t97s), pp. tzg*íso.
DecepËÍon Detection (Boston: Beacon press,

1
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practical mind, the visual arts seem too far removed from
the expedient to warrant substantlal attention. There
simply isntt time,lruns the familiar excuse, in relation to
important studies.

These findings were echoed twenty-three years later at Lhe meeting

of the International Vlsual Literacy Association in L977 t

fl]n educational theory and pracLice, the emphasis fhas been]
placed on reading, wrÍting and new math, with 1itt1e regard
for thç visual, holistic, intuitive, imaginatíve síde of the
Draln.

The current staLe of the visual arts has been succinctly

described by Donis A. Dondis:

l{hy in the visual arts, al1 of them, have we fallen heir to
an unspoken devotion to nonintellectualism? Examinat.ion of the
education system reveals that the development of constructive
methods of visual learning are ignored except for those students
who are especially interested and gifted. Judgments of what is
workable, appropriate, çffective in visual communication have
been abandoned to whim.'

ft would seem that the visual arts are in need of a method of

delivery whlch could be field tested, evaluated and redeveloped"

Such a method can be provided by applying a systems model, based on

instructional development, to a visual curriculum.

To design a system involves ttthe process of plannÍng the

instructional setting, the delivery system, and all instructional

1"Ara Education for
the Committee for the Stud

s and Engineers, " in Report ofScientist
yoftheV isual Arts at MIT , 7952-54

(Cam bridge, Mass.: MIT, L957).5:9.
2Roburt D. Routh, "Photography as Therapy,,, in paper presented

at the Annual Meeting of the International Visual Literary Assoclation,
9th (Iowa City, Iowa, May 11-14, LgTl), p. 3.

3Donis A. Dondis, A PrÍmer of Visual Literac v (Mass. : l"fIT
Press , 1973) , p. 11.
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hardware".l The designer of the course decides what elements

are required f or a particular rrsystemtt to f uncti.on as planned. rt

functions very much lÍke a biological system with the components

being interdependenL and endless ln the cycle of defÍnition, organ-

izaLíon, sequence of instruction, evaluation and redevelopment:

any ID (InstrucLional Development) system must be f1exible
in order to react and adapt to changing conditions.
The very tern process, should connot.e how the system
operates in a synergistic fashion to accomplish its goul ,2

The Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study Ís to design a course which will provide

students with an exposure to vj-sua1 learning through the productj_on

of a video. The students will be involved in a video course which

is based on the systems approach and on the writerrs past experiences

in video production.

The participants in this course will be at the Grade Seven level.

These students will be required to write pre and post-test, boLh

standardized and teacher produced. They will be interviewed as Lo

the quality of both the instruction and the course content. The

studentst final product, the video, will be judged by external sources.

A review of the literat.ure will be underLaken combining the

1

Educational , Research

2_--Kent L. Gustafson, "Toward a Definition of ID: A Systems View",in paper presented at the Associatj.on of Educational Communiôations
and_Technology Annual conventj-on (Philadelphis, penn., March , rgTr),p. 2r.

L. Briggs , trS ystems Design fnstruction", Encyclopedia of
5rh ed., p. 1852.
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elements of j-nstructional development, vísua1 literacy and crea-

tivity. 0n1y material pertinent to video production and vicleo course

design r,¡i11 be considered in the review of visual literacy.

Definition, of -Terms

1. Student Population - refers to the twenty-six students in the

Grade sêven class. Eight are f emale and eighteen are *1e " 

1

The majority of the students are twelve years of age. Soclo-

economically the group is from working class families with the

majority of students having both parents working outside of their

home. According to the Canadian Basic Skil1s Tests, the reading

levels of mernbers of the class vary from a Grade Three-Four to

a Grade Six-Seven.

2. P-rogress - operationalized here as referring to a studentts

improvement in post-test scores (on standardized and teacher

produced tests); the studentrs ability to demonstrate mastery

of visual skills as documented by the researcher and the final
product; the studentrs willingness to interact with other class

members or any other personal growth a.s assessed through an

interview with a teacherrs aide.

3. A video - refers to the tape of a scripted story which is acted

out in front of a video camera

IAccording to the teacher I s questionnaire or pre-test the following
re represented ethnically ln the group, even though all the
are Canadian: Portuguese, Filipino, Vietnamese, Chinese,
Jamaican, German, Anglo-Saxon, Metis and Greek. No one group

s the class ethnically.

groups a
students
Punjabi,
dominate



4 Visua1 Perception - refers to ttLhe power to organize the visual

information see.r."1

5 Visual Li teracv - refers to the development of understanding

universally accePted sYmbols.

6. A S torvboard - refers to a series of sketches which indicates

the progress of the main action in the video.

/. A Treatment - refers to a detailed verbal descri ption of how each

scene of a video is to be taped. It includes the type and number:

of shots and actions required to tape the video as well as the

place(s) where rnusic is recluired.

Design of the Study

The same type of course (without the use of the instructional

developrnent approach) was atEempted one year previous to that

reported in this study. This pilot program was judged to be

unsuccessful because students did not produce a scripted video;

students t test results were negated by the use of the same test

in the pre and post-test situation and students r¡/ere confused by

the lack of organization and direction in the course. The pilot was

seen as an initial or first cycle in the development of the video

course. The course contents of the pilot will be examined in Chap-

ter Three as they form the basis for the second cycle, which is the

subject of this thesis.

- 
llonis A. Dondis,

lulTT Press , Ig73), p. 106.
A Primer of Visual Lj-teracy (Mass. :
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The video course will extend over a one month period and

students will receive instruction for ten periods of the six day

cyc1e. During Lhis time students will be involved in a variety

of activilies ranging from improvisation and role playing to taping

of improvised skits and discussions on the course as a whole.l

At the end of this instructional period, the students will be

able to produce a video to be judged by three junior high teachers

who have had no previous contact with the students. This study will

be evaluated through a cornparison of pre and post-test resulLs,

students t responses to interviews with a teacher t s-aide, and the assess-

ment of the finalized video by a panel of judges. Any c.hange in the

methodology of the course will also be noted and recorded in Chapter 4.

Delimitations of the Study

1. The proposed cou,rse will be presented to a single class over a

one-month period.

2. The size of the class is twenty-six students who are at the Grade

Seven level. This can limit the ability of- other researchers to

generalize the findings of thls study and apply them to other

sized classes and other grade 1evels "

3. There is no formal standardized test on the attitudinal change

of the students. Atry attitudinal change is to be recorded in

the interviews conducted by the teacher I s aide.

1
An outline of the instructional program is included in Appendix

F
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4 The course content is designed to be used exclusively for video

production.

Assumptions of the Study

The main assumption of the study is that there wi1l be some

positive, measurable growth in studentsf visual abilities as

a result of the video course.

It is assumed that there will be an attj-tudlnal change in the

students and consequently the course will be structured so that

the following characteristics w111 be developed in individuals:

1

2

fThey will be] possessed of considerable cognitive
flexibility, verbally skillful, interested in communi-
cating with others and accurate in so doing, i-ntellec-
tua1ly curious and relatlvely disinterested in policing
either their own impulses and ímages or those of others "

Donald l{.
Results, "

MacKinnon, "The Study of Creative Persons: Method
in Creativity and Learning , ed. by Jerome Kagan

Beacon Press, L96l), p. 2I"

1

1

Lj-mitations of Lhe Study

The instructional time for the video course is limited to a one-

month period and to ten periods per six-day cyc1e.

Variations in the enteri-ng behavior and knowledge of particÍpants

constitute some limitations. Also lirnitalions exist in the abillty

of the students to fo11ow and to master the sequentially ordered

course ski11s.

The video camera and recorder are on loan for a two-week period.

This restricts the amount of productíon time for the video,

2

3

1

and Sorne
(Boston:
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Significance. of the Study

Teachers of Language Arts are looking for ways of integrat-

ing reading, writing, speaking and listening into a study of

literature and language. Essential to this task is the

development of studentsr cognitive skills. The production of

a vj-deo can provide the classroom teacher with an opportunity to

use all the modes of communication while developing the intellect

of the c1ass. A video also motivates students who are relucLant

learners of language, because they ttseett the product of their 1abor.

The method of the course is systematic in organization and can be

adapted to any existíng class situaEion.

This course could give assi-stance to a teacher wishing to

embark on video production by demonstrating a method of organizati.on

which has been tested on a student population. The results of this

study could encourage teachers to embark on a similar video course.

Plan of the Study

This study is dívided into five chapters. The second chapte¡

reviews studies of how instructional development can be applied to

a visual arts course, the nature of visual literacy, and the rela-

tionship between creativity and learning in the visual mode. The

third chapter outlines the methodology of the study with a detailed

analysis of the course organization. Chapter 4 discusses the

results of the course and includes an analysis of the pre and

post-tests, the production of the vldeo, the student interviews
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and the verdlct of the judges. Also discussed are any digressions

from the planned method. The final chapter contaj-ns conclusions

and implications arising from the study, both in the area of

course presentation and production. The entire video course,

described lesson by lesson, wlll be included in tlre appendix.



CHAPTER ]I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The review of the literature i-s divided into three sections

j.n this study:

a) creatÍvity and learning - the theory,

b) visual learning and literacy - the curriculum,

c) instructional development - the method.

Creatj-vity and Learning

Theory

How individuals learn and the way they transmj.t their

creativj-ty is an integral part of this study. The researcher

examined the best methods for visual instruction and the

requirements necessary to encourage creativj_ty. One of the mosE

important aspects of this research involved seeking a measure to

determine what creatÍve capabilities students possessed prior

to the course and a similar measure to i-ndÍcate whether students

had increased their creativity by engagi-ng j-n a video course.

Studies on creativity and learning have i-dentified the need to

validate research through the use of a sEandardized test in

pre and post-conditions. The majoriËy of these studies used

E.P. Torrancets Creativity TesEs as a crilerion for defining

creativity staListically.

ïn seeking out the validity and reliability of Torrance I s

Test of Creative Thi-nking, (T.T.C.T.), the researcher foundmany

10
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studies which discounted the usefulness of this test. Scoring of

the test was time consuming while the contenl of the test had an

inherent bias against young or verbally underdeveloped students.

Since some of the participants of thls study have tested several

grades below grade leve1 in the Canadian Basic Skills Tests, this

discouraged the use of the T.T.C.T.

üJhat was needed \^/as a test which could assess as many cognitive

1evels as possible, and analyze students I ability ranges from the

simple to the complex. Such a test was discovered. The Structure

of the Intellect test (S0I), based on Guilfordrs matrix of informa-

tion, assesses the ability to recognize vocabulary, categories or

combinati-ons, verbal analogies, inversion of figuree while measuring

verbal and visual creativity. The organization of the S0T testing

instrument has been diagrammed by J. C. Gowan:

SOI PRODUCTS ]N CONCRETE OPERATIONS LEVEL TEACHING1

Hemisphere Classroom Procedure (Unit) S0T Product

left
left

left
right
right

right

Vocabulary
categories, attribute-
finding, combinations
Verbal analogies
(general systems analysis)
(ínvert, maxify, mini-fy,
reverse, change, etc. )

(remote associates r tt\.t/hat

would happen if ? )

units

classes
relations
systems

transformation

irnplications

J. C. Gowan, "The Use of Developmental Stage Theory in Helping
Its EducationalGifted Children Become Creative. " in Creativitv:

Implications, ed. Gowan , Khatena, Torrance (Toronto, Ont.: Kendall/
Hunt Publ. Co. , 1981) , p. 84.
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Gowan suggested that Guilfordrs test provides teachers with a

teaching model. He notes that most teachers operate from uniEs

to inplicatlons in their daily lesson plans. However, he

recommended reversing this teaching order to increase creatÍvì-ty,

In designing this study the researcher attempted to follow

Gowanfs advice. The class was i-ntroduced to remote associations

first (thus letting the imaginatlon work upon a problem) and then

factual data, in the form of attributes and vocabularies, were

introduced.

Guilford I s S0I was also chosen as a testing i-nstrument

because of the similarities between the bellefs of Guilford,

a specialist in creativiLy, and those of Dondis, a vi-sual literacy

advocate. Guilford believes in stressing the flexibility of the

imagination so that the individual can comprehend and experience

alternative vi-ewpoints. The ai-m in Guilfordts plan is to avoÍd a

one-sided, stereotyped vision of reality.l

Similarly, Dondis wishes to widen an indivÍdual I s scope,

especially visua11y. For him, 1t is not just important to learn

how an individual perceives reality but how all the pieces of

lnformation form j-nteractive uniLs, toEalities which through

sight and perception we assimilate directly and with great 
"p."d,2

Both specialists have devoted much tÍme and effort to

1J.P. Guilford, l{ay Beyond the I0 (N.Y.: CEA, Inc., L977),
p. 16.

2DonÍ" A. DondÍs,
Press , 1973), p" 183.

A Prímer of Visual Literac.y (Mass.: MIT
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examining how people perceive visually and intellectually " They

are concerned wíth developing visual flexibility and in turn are

attempting to prove that increasing visual flexibility causes an

increase in intellectual creatívity. Dondis is concerned that

unless we train students to be visually flexible they will rise above

fashion and fad to make their own choices and judgments of what is

appropriate and aesthetically pleasing.l Guilford provides a solu-

tion to Dondists problem. He suggests that the learner rnust become

an active participant experiencing the thrilling excitement of real
)learnÍng.- rt is also important to give this real learning a venue

for creat.ive expression, constructive efforts and problem solving.

Both Dondis and Guilford view learning as an activg process involving

a broadening of the learner I s mental and visual perspectives. This

viewpoint is congruent with thís study as the writerrs intent is to

develop t.he participantsr mental and visual perspectives. rt would

be worth while to discover if active, creative learning actually

increases the intelligence of the learner attitudinally and intef-

1ec Eua11y

Vísua1 Learning and Literac v

Curriculum

rn revlewing the variety of material on vísua1 learning and

literacy, one message was evident: students have become passive

I Ibid. , p. 185.

2J. P. Guilford, Intelli ce Creativit and Their Educa-
tional Implications (San Diego, CA: Knapp, L976), p. Ig4"
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receivers of visual messages, especi-ally through television, but

they do not know how t.o interpret or react to these rnessages. It

is the responsibility of educators to provide a vehicle for st.udents

to learn to respond to the medium of television in different ways.

Visual learning has been ignored in the education system.

Left-hemispheric brain functíons (verbal, analytical and sequen-

tial functions) have been emphasized at the expense of right-

hemispheric functions (intuitive, holistic, spatial functions).1 An

advocate for holistic educatj-onal practices, Routh suggests integrat-

ing photography into the schoolts curriculum.

rfCan the eye be trained to identify visual cues correctly and

to interpret the intent of visual messages?tt2 This question was

addressed by Jacqulinn Oxford and David M. Moore. They developed

a course outline based on the Milford (Ohio) Visual Communication

Project, as a basis for a concentrated inservice visual training pro-

gram for teachers.3 Their six-step program included:

perceptual effects of visual sti-muli
synthetic and natural stimuli
nonverbal stimuli
pictorial communication
visual persuasion
creative vlsualization.

1n. n. Routh, "Photography as Therapy," paper presented at 9th
Annual Meeting of Tnternati-onal Visual Literacy Association (May 11-14,
1977), p. 3.

2J. O*fotd and D. M. Moore, "Can Teachers Learn to Cope with
Our Visual Society?" in A. V. Instruction, Vo1. 24, No.5 (May 1979),
p. 20"

"*g.,
pp. 20-27.

1

2

3
4
5
6
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Their intent \,ras to involve teachers in using visual modes of learn-

ing and to test their grasp of concepts through the use of various

media. These researchers hope that this type of inservice will
encourage active visual learning, but at the present Lime their plan

has not been fleld-tested. The six-step program was used as a basis

for the curriculum.

Just as Oxford and Moore suggested that visual learning is
dependent on educating the teacher, so Spil1man, Clayback and Goforth

advised that teachers be encouraged to facilitate visual learning.

Teachers should help students assemble thelr rar/ visual knowledge

into recognizable and communicable patterns. The authors cited many

studies to support the premise that tftechnological society is here,

and not to control it is to be controrled by it " "1 Teachers should

develop the visual learning begun in childhood through the use of

discrimination ski1ls, logical thinking, sequence and dramatization

in their programs.

Other researchers focused less on the theoretical aspects of

visual learning and more on the practical aspects of video produc-

tion. A teacher of media cri-ticism, susan smith Rei1ly, had been

frustrated by the narrowly confined expectations of students

producing visual media. These students habltually lacked crit-
íca1 judgments and assumed they could produce the calibre of product

they viewed on television or fi1m. ln seeking to have her students

1c

Communica
Contempor

. V. Spil1man, L. J.
tion in the Classroom
ary Education

Clayback, and F. S. Goforth, "Visual
: Concepts and Application,tt in
4, No. 4 (Summer 1.983), p. 295., Vo1. 5
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become tractive evaluatorstt capable of capturing "a broader human

experience,rr she designed a course on three theoretical 1eve1s.

This course \{as designed to be taught prior to video or film

production. Level one involved studying the effects of visual images

in the works of Coleman (L979), Mcluhan (L967 ), Moholy-Nrgy (L942),

Bazin (7967 ) and Metz (l-974). Students were to study the works of

these visual ttgreatstt to find these common themes:

1. lhe revolutionary nature of the invention of
photography in the history of communication

2. the interdisciplínary impact of photography
3. the kinds of physical and psychological influences

that photography exerts on people
4. the distinct different charaçteristics of sti1l

photography, cinema and T"V.'

The second leve1 consj-dered the meaning of visual images

through dissection and compartmentalization. The visual irnages were

depicted as the conveyors ttof immediately internalized analogical,

holistic meani-ng" or as unj-versal1y accepted symbols.

The third 1evel focused on constr:ucting visual images, using

the works of Dondis (I973), Cartier-Bresson (L952), Maclaren (1971),

Predovkin (L976), Feininger (1973), etc. as a starting point.

All three 1eve1s \.vere taught simultaneously throughout the

course with specific class content being influenced by the nature

of the class project. Various media were used to illustraLe dif-

ferent theories and concepts.

1Susan Smith Reíl1y, "A Course in Visual Thinking and Design
as a Preparation for Film and Video Production, tt in Communication
Education, Vo1. 30 , No. 4 (Oct. 1981), p" 422,
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Although Reillyts course was well organized and involved the

students controlling their own product, it was too advanced to be

considered for the participants of this study. The writer turned

instead to Don Kaplanrs classroom guide. The guide recommended

that students begin their video studies by playÍng improvisational

ganes i-n front of the camera Lo become comfortable with the med1um.l

His list of activÍties included i-ntroducing oneself to the camera,

molcling an object from space and passing it on, using facial

expressions to state a feeling, watching a sport, enacting a

gibberish incident, joining an activity where one person starts

with an imagÍnary object and others join when ready to do so,

and constructing abstract machines"2 The purpose of these

activities r^Ias to help students become aware of their physical

and emotional selves and to introduce a playful element into

the use of the video

The course which Kaplan offered focused on whaL a teacher

could do in the classroom to foster vísua1 learning. Carol Lorac

and Michael I,{eÍss had the same gaol but they wished to cover as much

physical terriLory as possible. They devÍsed a two-phase system

involvi-ng teacher inservice and the observation of the results of this
j-nservice in the classroom. Through a Schools Counci-l Communication

and Social Skills Project,3 Lotu. and Weiss went t,o ten schools Ín New

1-Don Kaplan,
Televi-sion (N.Y.:

Video in the Classroom: A Guide to.Creative
edge Industry u C., I BO , Chpt.

2

(Great Br

Ibid.
3C. Lorac and M. Weiss, Communi-catlon and Social Ski11s
itain: A. l{heaton and Co. , Ltd. , 19B 1 ), p. 7
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Co11ege, Durham, to offer inservi-ces to teachers on the use of tele-

vision, film and tape-slide programs in their curriculum. Each

teacher produced his/her own individualized curriculum. L,orac

and Weiss observed and aided the teachers in developing their cur:-

ricula and they reported on the results in a series of case sludies.

They detailed the methods used by these teachers, the attitudes of

the students and their recommendations for further research. Lorac

and ln/eissrs f indings rdere incorporated into this study. The most

helpful hints have been listed below under two classifications:

general and specific concerns.

General
1) plan the booking of equiprnent well in advance and

test it out before filming
2) design the course to be either an occasional activity

or a six to seven week consecutive effort
3) instruct the whole classroom before dividing into

small groups
4) team-teach with one person guiding part of the group

in recording while another continues preparation with
the remainder

5) know your material and how to work the equipment; the
success of the program depends on the knowledge of the
teacher

6) establish a clear puipose and direction when using
the equiprnenI

7) create a cooperative atmosphere in the classroom. The
teacher must step out of the authoritative role and be
willing to listen to studentsr suggestions and to be
taught by the pupils

Specific
use picture illustrations for perspective
do preliminary work with the camera before shooting
use a script or storyboard
take pupils through a prepared T"V. script first
show students the progress of their work; i.mmediate
feedback is needed
make sure that the first exerci-se is successful
structure gr:oups carefully
film in an afternoon slot or a double period; single

1)
¿)
3)
+)
s)

6)
7)
B)
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periods are unsuitable.l

The conclusions reached in Lorac and weiss I s study seemed

to indicate that the role of the teacher was important, that

students required a structured setting while filming and that

students were to be guided gently through the program with the

expectations and goals established at the start of the course.

The items listed above were included in this writer's study wherever

possible. Lorac and Weiss provided clues for how to develop a

successful program and their recommendations were followed by the

researcher whenever possible.

h/hile Lorac and ln/elss I s study was usef u1 at the theoretical

1eve1, the writer used sandford for his technical expertise.

Frederick Sandford produced a media handbook for Ontario teachers2

which was very helpful because of the concise way technj-cal infor-
mation was related. Some key concepts which were used in this study

were the following:

1) have students prepare short skits of five to seven
minutes durat.ion on adapted stories

2) show all the presentations through first without making
comments

3) use group discussion to deci-de upon script requirement,
set requirements, costumes, crew members and job allo_
cations

4) have rehearsals of scripts to iron out rough spots
5) have pupils check portions of their recordings as they

proceed to ensure that the recordings are c1ean, to
re-record any spoiled segments, to evaluate progress

lIUi¿., Chaprer Eleven, pp. 1-47-I58.
2Frederick 

Sandford, Fast Forward A Do- It-Yourself Media
Handbook for Teachers (Ontar
tt-).

io: Ontario Teachers Federation,
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7)

B)
o\

10)
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stress follow-up and related activities so that
pupils are aware of their contribution to the
group project
highlight the positive; do not dwell on technical
errors
script where necessary (primary grades don't need to)
use a storyboard to supplement the script
introduce television terminology at the point where
students are j-nvolved in script wríLing. Show them
visual examples of different shots.
use stage lighting where possible
discuss the use of graphics for credíts, picture
composition and t.he use of the microphone. r

11)
l-2)

Further technical expertise i,/as to be found in the utilization

unit prepared by Lynne Hyne and Jack Livesley " 

2 Thi" unit was

designed to be used with studenLs of eight to twelve years and j-t

focused on television awareness. Students made the frame of a

camera with their hands, \../ere introduced to three basic camera shots ,

made cardboard cameras (shaped like a T.v.), and developed a scene

for T.v. which could be accomplished in four shots. Studen.ts were

encouraged to build their storyboard using mural paper and to include

the dialogue. script problems were to be solved in a cooperative

way. All of the above concepts were included in the writerrs study.

when compiling a unit, Ít was necessary to decide which mate-

rials were the most suitable for video productions. Len Masterman,

in his book, Teaching about Television,3 provided a comprehensive

supply 11st of materials needed to successfully produce a program.

1t¡i¿. , pp. 68-85.

2lynnu I{yne and Jack Livesley, Let I s P1a T.V The Be 1nnln
of Critical Television Awareness in the Classroorn, A Utilization Unit
(Ontario: TVOntarÍo Pub1. , Feb. , I9B2) .

3L. Masterman, Teachi-ng about Televísion (l,ondon: The Mac-
Millan Press Ltd., 1980).
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Masterman also suggested that pupils become involved in exercises

in perception and visual games or ptzzles prior to fílming.

Included in Mastermants text is a Syllabus for Television Studies

- East Midlands Regional Examination Board, l bua on close exam-

ination this course \{as far too difficult for the population of

this study. lVhat the writer did use from Masterman was his concept

that students should be graded as to the progress made throughout

the entire course.

Mastermants course list was useful but his evaluative techniques

\dere too difficult for Grade Seven. However, Morrow and Suid2 pro-

vided an excellent source of informat-ion concerni-ng the standards

necessary to evaluate vj-deos. The writer tried to avoíd the pitfalls

of video production listed by the authors. The visual illustrations

of this text were used by the writer during the design of this

study

The wrÍterts course was beginning to develop but what was

lacking r,{as an adequate evaluation criteria for the course and the

product--the video. In searching for evaluation criteria, the

researcher found Gabriel Della-Piana's ttFilm Criticísrn and Micro-

Computer Courseware Evaluation.3 Della-Piana focused on the evalu-

lþjJL. , Appendix Three, p. 193.

J. Morrow and M. Suid, Media and Kíds (N.J.: Hayden Book
Co. Inc., L977), pp. 121-131.

3C. u. De1la-Piana, t'Film Criticism and Micro-Cornputer Course-
ware Evaluation, " in Field Assessments of Innovative Evaluation
Methods: New Directions for Propram Evaluation ed. N. L. Smíth

(1982). P. 11.(San Franc. : Jossey-Bass Inc. , Pub1. ) , No. 13, March

1

2
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ation of courseware. The following considerations \dere used when

selecting materials for this study:

1. some courseware evaluation should include in-depth
analysis and a detailed portrayal of how the course-
ware package does what it does.

2. courseware submitted to 1n-depth analysis should
meet three criteria: it must have appropriate
documentation to a1low an adequate pðrtrãya1 of itsstructure; it must have instructional scope with thecost; and it must receive high ratings frãm users withrespect to the appropriateness of content., instructional, quality, and technical quality.

3. A sequenti-al decision-making pro."=" should. be set uoto select courseware for in_depth analysis. r

This study stressed the need for a detailed analysis of how the

courseware worked. Therefore a day by day account of how this
study worked was included in Appendix F. De11a-pianars study also

emphasized that iL was necessary to test the course\,/are on many popu-

lations to ascertain appropriate documentation. Thls might provide

a fo11ow-up study to this research, but t,i,me and money restrictions
prohlbited this study from being replicated for this thesis.

An even more probing eval.uation method is provided in the for-
mat of issues and questions designed by Naama sabar.2 His study was

more applicable to this research than the previous study. Sabar

presents Lhe fol1owÍng issues and questions:

ISSUES

Availability of prerequisltes
QUESTIONS

Is Lhere sufficient evidence
that the learners have mastered ¡¡sprerequisites for the new program?

1 Ib1d. , p. L4.

2Nuu*u Sabar, ttFormativ
Evaluation Roles in Education
Gordon and Breach, Sc. Pub1. I

e Evaluation of Learning Materials,tt in
ed. A. Lewy and D. Nevo (London:

nc., 1981), pp. 286, 28j.
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ÏSSUES QUESTTONS

Links between learning activ-
ities and program objectives

How well are the learning
activities related to the
program objectives?

How well are the di-fferent
parts of the program related
to one another?

ÏnLernal structure and
sequence

Accuracy and soundness Are the learning materials
accuraüe and sound?

Clarity How clear are the explanat.ions,
illustrations and directions
given to the users?

Appropriate level of
difficulty

fs the material presented at
the appropriate 1evel of diff-
iculty for the students?

Provision of challenge
i-n the material

How int.eresting are the materials?

FeasÍbility, cosL,
practicality

Are the materials teachable and
practj-cal in the given sj-tuaEÍons?

Adequacy of teacher
training

Do teachers need specíal training
to be able to use materials
as suggested?

sabar I s issues and questions cited above provÍded a method of

esEablishing an organj-zational pattern in the course design as

well as evaluative questions for the course participants.

Ïnstructional Deve nt
0rganJ-zation

FurLher organízaLional rnethods were found j-n revj-ewing the liter-

ature on the instructional developrnent method. Although uhere r4/as no

clear cut definition of instructional development (ID), it was helpful



to examine the definitions provided by experts in the field. BeLow

are three samples of definitions:

Bli€ås: (ID) is the process of planning the insrruc_
Lional seEting, the delÍvery system and allinstructional hardware.l

24

Encyclo pedia of

"The CLER Model in InstructÍonal Develo p-

4yme1

Davies:

The task of designi_ng instruction can be viewed
as encompassing three major activities: pre_
parlng instruct'ion, impleme4ting instruction,
and evaluating instruction.z

ID is best understood as encapsulatÍng crj_teriato which each process must contribuLe in sorne
meaningful way. The end results must be worth_while and ingolve mastery of conduct as well asof behavior.J

ItSystems Desi-gn fnstruct.ionrr,
, 5th ed., p. 1852.

A common element in all readings on rD \,üas a fÍve-phase

system of rranalysi-s, design, development, implementation and control/
evaluation wi-th feedback and revision being ongoing an¿ summative,,.4

rn choosing what was to be taught, the instructÍonal development

plan adopted by teachers must consider data from the fÍeld. Teachers

must not design a course so1e1y on personal preference.

There were various t{iays to comrnunicate the development of the

rD model for any particular study. One of the clearest visuals

employed was the flow chart method:

1-L. Briggs,
Educational - Research

2c1urr' M. Hyme1, r,A Systems-based. Model for Designingrnstructiontr, Paper presented at 9th Annual Meeting of the Mid-south Edn. Research Assoc. (New orleans, Nov. 13, rreo¡, p. 1.

mentrt,
(Fa11,

i.n Vi
1982 p

DaVÍes,
ints in T

K
J_lvor

eachi and Learnin Vo1. 58, No. 4

4clifao' P" campbel1, 'rAn ïnstructional system DeveloprnentProcesst', Paper presented at American vocational Assoc" Annual
Convention (New Orl_eans, Dec", 19BO), p. 5"
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The flow diagrarn is drawn to help insure that none
of the steps are omitted and that all the concepts,
ski11s, and.,principles to be taught have been clearly
Ídentified.'

The flow chart helped to clarify task requirements, events of

lnstruction, mat.erÍals required and predi-cted outcomes of

i-nstructional activities.

Also taken into account when developing an ID system was

Briggst Matrix of Media Utilization and Student Evaluati-on and
.)

Grading.'

The Matrix of Media UtiIízation helped the researcher to

decide Lhat the best mode of instruction for a group of two to

thirty was fixed 1n sequence, varled in media usage, teacher

dÍrected and limited only in accessibility of the video equÍpment.

Any other classroom strategies could be examined on the graph to

determi.ne their applicability. For example, in a smal1 group

all of the media listed oä the chart were considered to be useful

by Briggs and l{agner, but not all media could be used in a self-

instructional or learner-paced program. Similarly, a fixed

sequence for the design of the course allowed for the maximum

use of all media while flexible sequencing and context creation

limited the applicability of some of the media.

1 R.H. Davis, L.T. Alexander and S.L. Yelon
(N.Y.: McGraw-Hi11 Book Co., 1974),

Learning
System Desisn p. 151.

2t.¡. Briggs and I{.W. lúagner, Handbook of Procedure for
the Des
pp.

of fnstructi-on (N.J.: Edn. u nc., 1 1
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The category ttevents of i-nstructiontt on the chart (on page

26) indicated that the best method for insLruction was a 'rpresent

stimulusrr, J-.e., live presenLations. The nature of video work

demanded that students receive the sati-sfaction of immediate feed-

back on Lhe tapÍng of their live presentations. Thus the researcher

used ¿he T.v. (video) to elicj-t performance and to provide learning

guidance even though Briggs and l{agner advised against this method.

It must be noted that the present study used the video in a very

different way from that depicted in Briggs and i{agnerrs analysis.

The T.v. was not placed in front of students to provide attlessontt.

It was used as a living picture which revealed the studentsf abilitÍes.

Briggs and l{agner did design another evaluative measure which

was useful for this study. rn their rrstudent Evaluation and

Gradingrr flow chartl (on page 2B), they defined the role of rhe

student in demonstrating knowledge and generating an evaluation of

course material. In this chart, the initials SIüBAT stand for
?'studenE will be able torf. Because of the age 1evel of the

participanEs in thÍs study many of the evaluation procedures were

designed by the instructor " However, students did generate an

evaluation process based on a criterion-referenced model2 for
the judgÍng of the video. There was much discussion on the rela-

tionship between i-nstructional objectives, the sequentÍa1 nat.ure

of these objectÍves and the validiEy in the course requj-rements.

1

2

Briggs and tr{agner, Handboq,k, p. 92.

See Appendix E.



Student Evaluation and Grading

Key:
A - artirud€ obiective
V - verbal inforrnation obloctive

Figure 14. A unit-level instructit¡nul curricultun t,MI). Sca F-igurc 5 itt Clrupter 4 Jora key to the
"standard cupuhility vcrbs'" u.tcd i¡t tltis l:igure.

V

S'VìrBAT domonstrate bry verbal
: explanation that he or she can

&tormine if a given test
item is v¡lid for a given
objective-

S:WBAT state how the format
of the exam relates to the
type of behavior to be
moasured by a test item.

Sl¡JBAT stato how validity is
established in the CRM
model of evaluatlon.

SWBAT state, ¡n writing. an
oporational definition of
tho concepts of internal valid-
ity and external validity.

ln a classroom situation, the
teacher will choose to employ
cri terion- referenced eval uation.

SWBAT state the purposo served by
cri terion-referenced evaluation,
and purposes served by normat¡yc
ref erenced evaluation.

SWBAT state the definition of
the concepts of normative and
criterion- ref erenced evaluation
with regard to ths concept
"standard."

SWBAT state in writing the dif-
ference between measurement
and ovaluation.

SWBAT state, ¡n writing, a

definition of the concepts of
measurement and evaluation.

SWBAT gsnerate an evaluation pfogram
based on úre criterion-referenced
modol.

S:WBAT g€nerate a criterion-referenced
test by writing items that reflect a
valid meac,rre of previously stated
obiectives.

SWBAT generate lesson objectives
using the Gagné-Briggs f ive-component
format.

Demonstrate the
conversion of a

behavioral obiec-
tive to five
component form.

SWBAT generate, in writing, in-
struct¡onal obiectives capable
of being measured.

SWBAT state three purposes for
evaluating student perf ormance
by listing and explaining each.
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Further direction in course construction was found in

Self=Instructional Teachine. 1
Rowntree and Connors; How to Develop

This guide advocated a well balanced course which could be admin-

istered to self-paced learners. Self-directed learning provided a

solution to the time restricLion of one month imposed upon thÍs

study. Thus several self-instructional acLÍvities were incorporated

into Ehe overall design of this study which allowed the learner

to pace his/her learning.

Summary

In conclusion, the review of Lhe literature provided a

theoretical background on creativity and learning. Using the ideas

of Guilf ord and Dondj"s, the researcher I^Ias able to select the proper

methods for encouraging creative learning in the classroom

The review of the lÍterature on visual learning and literacy

helped to determine the content of the course and (whenever pos-

sible) the experience of other video instructors lias considered

when sel-ecLing topÍcs for instruction. The instructional develop-

ment model helped t,he researcher .organíze the course material. It

also provided a checklist of ski11s and evaluations to ensure that

the course r{ras not designed on purely personal preferences but rather

included factors cornmon to all ID courseware.

The three components of the literature review were blended

together to create a detailed course p1an, as explained in Chapter

Three.

i Derek Rowntree and Brendan Connors (eds") Hor¿ to Develop
Self =Instructional - Teachins (Great Britain: The Open Uni-v", 7979)
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CHAPTER I]]
I.{ETHODOLOGY

Background

chapter r focused on the instructi.onal basis of this study

while chapter fr reviewed the literature pertinent to Lhis

study, which contained an overview of instrucEional development.

chapter rrr will illustrate how instructional development was

utilized to design a two phase cyclical .program. The first
cycle involved a development of a video course based on personal

experience and preference. This first cycle was organized

primarily using the workshop approach with cenLers beÍng used

to teach course'items. The experience of Ehe first cycle resulted

Ín recommendations for a more detaÍled review of the literature
as well as the rearizat'ion that a more systematic'approach to

video production was required. This chapter will analyze the

Easks and the results of the first cycle because some of the

same t.echniques were repeated in the second cycle with very

different results.

Following the i-nsLructional developrnent mode of course

design, a two cycle sequence was employed" The first cycle was

simi-lar to what is sometimes ca1led a pilot study where various

strategies were attempted and revi-sed for t.he second cyc1e.

The pilot or first cycle of the course revealed that further sËudy

30



was required in the development of a rnåthod of transformÍng

the video course from a personalized renditj_on to one whÍch was

applicable to a larger population and more specific in objectives

and instructional strategies.

The interrelationship between the two-phased cycles is
diagrammed as follows:

'------cyclel__, 
.*"* -_--f

I

Li-----cycle2--
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pment of a Self-
in Journal of fnsLruc tÍona1p. 28.

I

I

I

-¡

The fnstructj-onal Development

Model 1

The diagram illustrates the sequential nature of both cycles"
However, it does not make it clear that cycles one and two

dÍffer

To understand why the pilot or first cycle needed to, be

changed it is essential Lo anaryze the first cycle and to exami-ne

the apparent. successes and failures of the course. This analysis
will also determine whÍch strategi-es and acti_vitÍes were retained

1

fnstructi
Devefopme

Elai
onal
nt,

ne A. Weiss, rtprototype Develo
.Program in Medj_a Selectionil,
(Vol. f, No. 2, Spring, Ig7gi,

Develop
prototype

Select
i-nstructional
strategi-es

DefÍne
problem

fdentify
goals

Deri-ve
objectives

Develop
performance

ur

Field
test/
Revise
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in the second cycle which i-s the focus of this study"

Cycle One

The objectives of cycle one were to produce student made

videos usÍng the workshop approach; to measure sEudentst visual

and creative growth with the Developmental vÍsion Test (prepared

by Mary and Robert Meeker and based on Guilfordts model of the

StrucEure of the fntellect, SOI)1; to have students reairirze

the cause-effect relat,ionship between the method of production

and the product through discussion of the products. Performance

measures consisted of the S0I pre and post-tests, the 1og book

of the instrucEor and those of the students, and an evaluatj_on

of the final vÍdeos by other students and staff.

Using a discovery method 1n a workshop approach, students

devoted an afternoon (from 1:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.n.) to participaLing

in activities numbered two to ten on the lisË below. The other

activities were done in a classroom settÍng.

fnstructÍonal Procedures

Course

TASK

I ) pre-test S0I

2) optícal illusion
sheet,s

3) visual Ëest

PURPOSE

1) to introduce students to a
variety of visual tasks

2) to test studenLst ability
to differentiate accurately
beLween objects of the same
size and shape

3) uo practice the skil1 of
transposing visual perspective

12 of Chapter II for a more complete
1

analysis
See pages 11 and
of the S0ï test.
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TASK

4) manipulation of Lhree-
dimensj-onal objecLs

5) relating objects in #4
Ëo scenes in photos

6) writing a story based on
one of the photos

7) drawj-ng Ehree pictures
representing the different
placernent of Ëhree bowling
pins which are set up in a
three-dimensional form
playing with a water game
following the triangle
patterns diagrammed on
the front of the game
writing and rehearsing
skits in selected mixed-
ability groups
filming some skits in a
classroom

B)

e)

s)

Lo experience a hands-on
manipulation of shapes
to transpose shapes into
real-life photographs/
perspective, fore-back and
middle space defined
to test the ability of the
student to place him/herself
in a picture
to view different perspectives
Lo draw Lhem to unite the eye
with thinking and drawing

6)

7)

8) to stress hand-eye coordÍn-
ation

to utilize the talents of the
whole group, to balance
ability with practicability
Eo reaTíze the story i-s
filtered through the camera lens
and the camera person has to
clarify and refine the skit
for the camera
to -begin analyzíng the acti_ng
and taping, to give immediatã
feedback
Lo gi-ve students a conceptual
framer¿ork around which tó buÍ1dtheir own story
to have students of si_milar
interests work together to
experience the clash of ideas
and to work out a compromi.se
to teach peer editing, encourage
group parËi.cipation and to teach
cc¡nfli-ct resolution in the contextof playmaking

PURPOSE

10)

4)

e)

10)

13)

14)

11) viewing of some skits 11)

12) reading J. Thurberrs srory IZ)
The.Lirrle Girl and The
Wolf

13) writing a moral tale in
pairs - student,st choice

14) taking rhe story written
in #13, students i_n groups
of four are to either:
combine the two stories into
one or wri_te a nev/ story

15) discussing wirh rhe claås
the ski_ts writren in #L4

15) go reemphasize perspective; tolearn from previous mistakes
and successes of other groups
bef ore f ilming a ner./ story;
to give slower groups a chance
to catch up



TASK

16) taping the skits written
ín #I4

17) putting final touches on
scripts, typing them and
including them in the
school library

18) post-test S0I

19) vlewlng of videos by
oLher students and
sLaff for the purpose of
evaluation
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PURPOSE

16) to refj-ne camera work, to i-mprove
use of visual space, to produce a
video with purpose and focus,
to give sLudenËs a second chance
to produce a video

17) to gi-ve students some sense
of permanency and a sense of
accomplishrnent since students
cannot have a copy of their
orÍginal vÍdeo

18) Uo assess whether students
have increased their visual
and creative abiliti-es

19) Uo give the participanls
feedback, and to give helpful
suggestÍons to the class

The students were required to complete all the workshop

tasks and to record all assignments in a workbook as well as

to write their reaclions to the entÍre workshop in their note-

book.

The students proceeded Uo vj-ew their flrst skits and to

make comments on thern. 0n viewing Ëhe video both the students

and the teacher noted that there seemed to be a lack of purpose

or direction in the productions. Therefore, the teacher turned

to a short story to supply the structure for the class" After

reading and dÍscussi-ng the impli cations of Thurberts The Little

Girl and The i,lolf students were allowed to pair off at random

to create their own moral stories in scrlpt form. AfEer one

class perÍod sËudents were asked to combine wiËh another pair

to evaluate the two scripts, to amalgamate the two scripts or

to create another scripL based on the udeas of the four partÍcipanLs.
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After the scripts were finished the participants taped thei.r

vj-deos and completed the post-Ëest (S0I).

The course method listed on the previous pages proved to

be somewhat disorganized and the results were inconclusive.

very few students participated in all the workshop activities
because they did not fo11ow the rotational system of the centers.

Since the course was designed to have students fo11ow the cenEers

in a sequential order many students did not understand how the

workshop activities related to the course because they had missed

some of the centers. These students spent most of their time

waiting for the video camera and watching other students rehearse.

As a whole, the studenLs did not know how to handle the structure

of a centered workshop. Bottleneck conditions occurred because

students did not go to all the centers in an orderly fashion.

They seemed to be focused on wrÍting and taping their vÍdeos.

But due to tíme restri.ctions and the inexperi-ence of the students

in Laping, Ehe videos did not all get taped durì-ng the workshop.

rn an attempt Lo correct the difficulties, the researcher

set up the workshop centers sj-x tj.mes, hoping that the students

would participate in all the activitj-es. But the students did

not complete their assigned' tasks because they did not see the

relationship between the tasks and the production of their
videos. This failure to complete assi-gned tasks was nearly

eliminated in cycle two where the researcher taught most of the

classes and left only a few instructionaL items to be self-
taught by the pupils. Students at the Grade seven 1eve1 did not
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seem to be ready for the freedorn and the responsibility of the

workshop approach. Thus it was abandoned as a Leaching strategy

The producEion of the video i-n cycle one did not meet with

success eiLher. The second video the students made in groups

of four tended to be dominaLed by one individual in the group.

sorne groups never wrote out proper scripts, while others had

to wait to tape their videos for a two-month interval because

the camera had to be returned before the course work was completed.

Tn the second cycle this two-month waiting period. was

avoided by having the class produce one vj-deo instead of several.

ThÍs provided a focal point for the class, but it did mean that

not as many students acted Ín front of the camera

The post-tesL results of cycle one were invalÍd partly

because of the two-month lapse and partly because the same test,s

were used in pre and post-test conditj-ons. According Lo the method,

the S0r test was to be gi-ven after the second video was produced.

The test was administered in the original sequence despite the

fact that noL all course work was completed. Even though the

pre and post-tests were the same the students did not do

better in the post-test. The students did not seem to be

interested in filling out a test they had done previously. They

did not li-sten or fo11ow the directions carefully and thÍs

resulted in many incomplete Eest items and poor result.s.

fn examining the original aims and objectives of the course,

the students noted that they did produce videos but they were

of varying quality. There seemed Eo be a direct correlation
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between sEudents who did not particlpaEe in all aspects of uhe

course and those who produced immalure and incoherent videos.

since there h¡as no procedure for controlling the qualiLy of

the videos, j-t was impractÍcal to have other studenEs or staff
evaluate them.

Many frustrations arose from the students I inability to

work wÍth the video equi.pment" students required more time to

become familiar with the equipment before they began taping

their skits. This problem was avoÍded in the second cycle by

havi-ng all students operate the camera prior to taping the

video and by al1owi-ng many students to record the improvisations

and games in which the class participaLed. The time lapse of

two months had erased any i-nformation or knowledge the students

of cycle one might have developed concerning camera Ëechnj_ques.

Due to a breakdown of the port-a-pac in the Beta Max and

the high noise leve1 in the open-area, the students had to be

confined to a sma11 seminar room. They often disrupted classes

to find out the proper method by which the camera should be

operated and they seemed to need Ehe reassurance of a teacher-

supervisor while taping Eheir vÍdeos. This caused many problems

Ín class management because the instructor could not be in the

classroom and in the seminar room helping production teams at

the same time.

0vera11, Lhe need was for a more structurecl, syst,ematic

course where directions !/ere to be given to all students at the
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same tine and for the establishment of a rnethod of evaluatÍon.

As a result of Lhe problems listed, the video course was revised

and became the basÍs for cycle two, which is the focus of this
study 

"

Cvcle T¡¿o

Students of this course hrere expected to realize the

followlng objectives:

to define video related terms
to calculate placement of camera during taping
to wrj.te a scri_pt capable of beì_ng taped
to produce a video
to work as a member of a producLion crew
to develop crlteria for judging class produced
videos
to experience drama in the form of improvisation,
mlme, or role playing prior to taping
to discuss and to realize the cause-effect relati_on_
ship Ín finalized class produced video productions
to develop familiarÍty with the carnera - in front
and behind it
Lo state and to discuss how variables in the course
were linked to producè a final product.

All of the above objectives involved student participation.

ObjecEives a'c,drerf,g and 1 were production based while the

rest required group or indÍvidual instruction.

students v/rote standardized and teacher made tests both

before and after the instruction period. The standardi_zed

(sOr) test was designed to provide an accurate assessment of

each pupilts visual and creative potential. Two different
Forms (A and B) were used in the pre and post-tests. (Form B

was administered in Ehe pre-tesl as the teacher had sufficient
tests for the c1ass. ) The sOr test was compatible with the

subject natter, culturally unbiased and there were scores

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

s)

h)

i)

j)
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available with validity and reliability noms.l These tests

were marked by an external source ( a retired administ,rator)

because one item in the test required the marker to be subjective

about the quality of the st,udentst work. rt was felt thau the

researcher might be biased Lowards the students in this group

and therefore uhe test was corrected externally. The teacherts

pre-test dealt with the learnerrs enterÍng knowledge while the

post-test focused on Lhe amount and quality of learning that

happened in the vÍdeo .out"".2

the course was designed Eo be teacher taught but students

were expected to demonstrate that Ehey had mastered the elements

of instruction. At the start of the course students were given

a checklist on which r4rere listed the twenty-six items which

constituted the program.3 Th" teacher initialed each item

upon completion. The student wrote down the date on which each

ltem was completed, and recorded a mark estimate (1*10 or A-F

as informed) of his/her work.

The checklíst really consisted of a listing of items

contaj-ned on the course flow chart. Using the following

symbols, a flow diagram was construcLed Ëo show the sequential

1 For further dlscussion of the S0I test,
pp. 1I ,I2 "

see Chapter II,

2See Appendix A for the teacherrs pre-Eest.
r)
J See Checklist in Appendix B (i).
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and interdependent naEure of the system:1

The action or oDerat.ion
funcffiiil Genera1ly required
an action verb such as wg]!q,
lirds, qerlg, etc.

The decision function 0ften
identified feedback or cues
and branches to alEernative
action sequences.

The beginning or end of a
task 

"

Connector to another point
withÍn the flow dÍagram.

The information function.
Makin g informatj-on avaj- ble,
recording informati-on, etc..

Each item in the flow chart was numbered to aid in the analysis

of the method: i.e", to determine if the itemÍzed tasks were

done in sequence, or whether the tasks were altered in any way o

See the flow chart on pages forty-three and forty-four.

ït is one thing Eo design an instructional system; iE is
another to determine if the system is balanced in intellectual
and creative abiliries" Gagné (L977) and Gagné and Briggs (1979)

IR.H. Davis, L.T. Alexander, and S"L. Yelon,
McGraw Hill Book Co., 7974), p"

L_earning
L46 

"
Syslern Desj-gn (N"Y,:
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have developed a "category of capabiliEyil:1

verbal information
Ínte11ecLual ski1ls
cognitive straËegi-es
motor ski11s
attitudes 

"

using Gagnd and Briggts ttcategory of capability,,, the course

objectives and the course elements can be itemized.2 The

numbers on the following chart (below the heading t'Flow

Diagram Numberrr) refer to the flow charts on pages forty-
three and forty-four. Analysj_s of the chart on page forty_
two indicated that the video course offered a challenge to students
of varlous abilities. No one mental 1eve1 dominated the video

course. The chart, objectives e, d, and i were incl_uded in
most of the categories of learning because the cognitÍve level
used would be dependent upon the role or job an individual
was assigned on the producti-on team.

Review of Procedure S

The course extended over a one month perÍod. During Ëhis

time the Grade Seven class had Language Arts for forty periods.
The length of each period varied from Ehirty to thírty-fÍve
minutes. The students received the major part of their
i-nstruction in class. smal1 group activities v/ere at times

1L.J. Briggs and I{.t{.

1)
2)
3)
4)
s)

:':
1.,',::,

.:.:.

The Des of fnstruction
ûc., 1 ' PP. <1

Handbook of Procedure Forational Technology Pub 1.,(N"J
Wagner,
.: Educ

2 Ibid.
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CATEGORY OF CAPABILITY

Mental Level Flow Dia ram Number+(- 0b iecti ve Letter
1 . Information

A. Names, Labels
or poems

B. Facts
C. Meaningful

or Substance
Learning

1 ,4,Ll , 15, 17 ,rg ,39
40"

I,2,71,15, 17 ,27 ,39,40
3 ,5 , 6,, g , 13 ,\4 ,rr ,r7 ,22 ,
33 ,34,39 , 15 .

a, d er 1

J
d er g, i

2. Intellectual
ski11

A. Discrinination
B. Concrete

ConcepË
C. Defined

Concept
D. Rule

11,
917
27,
15,

15, 17, 39.
0, 1 1 , 75 ,20 ,23 ,r7 ,
39"
20,7L,77 ,28,39.

d
b

b

b

, e, i.
r c¡ d, er i

d

d

d
j

e' !,, i.
6,r5,r7,r2,I3,r4,r7 , er It 1

hE Higher-
Order Rule
(Problem
Solving.

20,22,39.
8,11,15,1
29,30,34,

7 ,19 ,20,28
39.

b, g, f
a,

3. Cognitive
Strategy

9, 10,
23,3r

11 , 15 ,16 ,I7 ,2r , c, d, ê, i
39

4.Motor Skil1 6,11 , 13 ,14,75 ,I7 ,'rB,
22,35 136,39.

d er g, i

5 . Attitudes 6,20, 11,
¡Jl

13,L4,15 ,17 , b d, €, 8, i
22,34 ,39

rçEor this chart only the following numbers are equivalent
because they represent the same processes in production:

15=24, 17=32, 7g=26, 1g=25=38.
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1ed by a teacher-aide, a student teacher or the course designer,

but the workshop method was abandoned.

For this study the students were required to have written

both the pre and posL-tests to have their results included Ín

this study. The students were also required to keep a notebook

which was part of their final grade for the course. rn this
notebook i¡/ere several class assignmenEs, the self-paced lessons,

class notes and any handouts"

The teacher kept a daily 1og of the progress of the course

comparing and contrasting proposed lessons with what actually
happened. The sunmary of these resulLs can be found in chapter

Four 
"

sËudents were involved in interviews with the teacher-aide

who used a set of questions prepared by the researcher.l The

purpose of the interviews !/as twofold. ln the first place,

students were to give theÍr opinion of the method and quality

of i-nstruction. fn the second, they were to provide an overall
assessment of any personal growth they experienced as a d.irect

result of being involved in the video production. ThÍs latter
purpose was intended to expose any attitudinal change which might

have occurred because of the nat.ure of the course.

The students were also i-nvolved in the evaluati-on of their
vídeo through the development of a criteria for judgÍng the

video. The students, with the aid of the teacher, developed

1 See Appendix B (ii).
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a list of questions for the teacher-3udges 
" 
1 The teacher-

judges were to answer these questions after viewing the video"

The results of thi-s evaluation were to be forwarded to the

students afËer they had finished all course work.

Spmmary

fn Ëhis chapter the cyclical nature of the course hias

outlined with a detailed discussion of the successes and

failures of the fj-rst or pilot cyc1e. This first cycle formed

the basis for this course. The procedures for the second

cycle were outlined j-ncluding the projected methods of evaluation,

student expectations and the role of the researcher. The

results of this study will be examined in Chapter Four.

1 See Appendix E.



CHAPTER IV

EVALUATION OF PROCEDURES AND COURSE

The main purposes of this sLudy were first, Lo design a

video course ba.sed on the sysLems approach,l urrd second, Lo

test Lhe course through classroom application and evaluation"

To comply with these purposes, the study has reviewed a wide

variety of the literature that pertains to the theoretical,

methodological, and practical aspects of video course designing.

The course itself was tested on the Grade Seven c1ass, and

the participants were admi-nistered various pre and post-tests.

These test.s r^/ere scored and inlerpreted, and the product of the

course, a video, was edited and reviewed by three external

judges. If the prescribed course method was altered in any

way that alteration was recoded in the teacherts 1og. If the

pupils underwent any atti-tudinal change they expressed this on

tape in recorded interviews.

0n compleLion of the course, all studenËs were Ínterviewed

in small groups by a teacher-aide concerning the quality of the

course and the instruction. They were encouraged to make any

further recommendatj.ons or evaluations on either topic. The

interview was intended to provide the student with an opportunity

to evaluate the course and the instructor in a non-threatening

1 See Chapter II, pp. 11, 72.

47
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way. It was also intended as a mechanism to expose any

attitudinal growth (change) in the students.

Even though the process component of the course was sLressed.,

the production of the vÍdeo did encourage students to become

actively involved in both the production and Lhe performing

aspects. Accordingly, a revÍew of the video was prepared by

three junior high teachers who used the student developed

criteria as a basis for their judging. None of the teachers had

any previous contact with the students. A summary of the review

wÍl1 be included in the second part of this chapter. An

evaluation of the product and process will be the basis for

the fj.rst part of this chapter.

RevÍew of the Course

ïn reviewing the method objectives in Chapter Three, all

objectives \"/ere met except for c - ttthe writÍng of a script

capable of being tapedr'. The inability to create a written

finalized version of the script changed the way the method was

diagrammed on the flow chart in Chapter III (pages 43,44). The

course foll-owed the foresaid flow chart until box number
1fourteen*, when difficultÍes were experienced.

Students wanted to perfect their fÍrst scenes and to

convince each other that their script was the best one. The

students had problems adjusting to group mechanj-cs. There were

1 See Appendix C for a revised flow chart of the course.
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many personality conflicts which had to be resolved before

work could continue on the script. The students had to establish

a leader, a recorder and a presenter in each group" The leader

was to ensure that each personrs viewpoÍnt was respected while

the recorder was to produce a script outline with a detailed

first scene. The presenter was to give a report to the class

outlining the scripE in an interesting manner and to vívid1y

elaborate upon the first scene of the script. The groups had

to be gi-ven a chance to evaluate their own script Ídeas before

presenting them to the class" All of the above acti-vity took

longer than anticÍpated. '

In testing the equipment, the camera person taped the first

scene of the selected scqì-pt, Then the students used their new

knowledge to rewrite the first scene and to write an outline

of the enti-re vi-deo. Treatmerrtsl were included in the outline

of the script Eo help the camera person, director, producer and

the actors. At times these treatments were changed depending

on the locaËion, 1i-mitaLions on lighting, sound quality and the

success of the actors. Treatnent changes were often the result

of spontaneous di-scussions anong the production crehr, the

producer, and t.he camera person. The result of these efforts

caused a delay in taping of the video as several retakes were

required to achieve some degree of quality and clarity.

The time restriction also affected production of the sound

1 See Chapter I, page 5 for the definition.
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track. After consultation with the student i-n charge of music,

the instrucEor taped many selections and had the studenL choose

whlch music was the most appropriate for the actíon in the video"

Thi-s student was responsi-b1e for acting on cue to produce the

musical background for several key scenes.

Discussions on the interrelationshÍp between the objectives

(how all the course parts fit) were conducted just prior to

viewing Ehe final version" only after students had actually
produced most of the video were they able Eo understand rhe

sequential nature of the course" students noted that they had

completed all of the course objectives except for c - "to
write a script capable of being taped'r. studenls realized that

severe time restrictions on the length of time the equipment was

available made it impossÍble to complete a script by deadline.

However, the studenLs did complete their video on ti-me"

The resu]tant video was edited under the direction of the

teacher and the sEudents. The editing caused a delay in Lhe

method, since both the student,s and the teacher rtecided that
iL would be beEter to wait until after the edÍting to show the

product" The students want,ed to elicit the most favorable

response possible from the judges " As a resul"t, the students

did not receÍve Lhe verdict of the judges until welL after the

course was completed"

fn conclusÍon, the greatest problems in followi¡g the outlj_ned

method focused on the wrì-ting of the script and the taping of

the video. These problems could have been eradicated if the
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vÍdeo equÍpment had been borrowed for a longer interval than Ehe

Lwo weeks.

Results of Tests

S0I Test Items

The S0I test, items pertaining to visual literacy (Forms

A and B) were administered on a pre and post--test basis" The

intentÍon of the test was to Íllustrate thaL students dj-d improve

their visual ski11s. rn fact the pre and post-tests proved

inconclusive. 0vera11 twelve students or fifEy percent showed

increased total scores in the post-test.1 The other harf of

the group did not

T-tests were conducted on the results of the total scores

to determÍne if there !/ere any significant changes Ín the pre-

post-scores. Using five percent as the probabÍlity of error

(p<.05), t-scores must be !2.069 (using Fisher's Table) ro be

sÍgníficant. T-scores for the convergent Production of Figural

Units test, (NFU), revealed a score of +3.I12. This finding

suggested that there h/as a significant change in the test scores.

This improvement was li-ke1y due to the video course content

which stressed vi"sual and motor ski11s through the exLensive

use of Lhe camera and through vj_sual exercises.

Similarly there was an improvement in the Convergent

Production of symboli-c TransformaEion test, (NST), where the

t-score was calculated as +2.582. This slight improvement

indicated that Lhrough participation in the course, students

1 See Appendix D (i) and D (ii) 
"
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increased their abÍlity to be flexible (related Eo set breakÍng).

The test also recorded the speed of word recognitj-on. During

the course students were encouraged t,o consider as man y viewpoj_nts

as possible both in the writing and in the producLion of the

video. This ability to undersLand that no single point of view

was correct seems to have been translated successfully in this
S0I test.

One test in particular should have resulted Ín an improvement

in pre to post-test results. ThÍs was the cognition of Figural

Transformation test, cFT, which involved the ability to transform

figures or recognize a figure when it has been rotated in a

new direction. From the extensive camera work, taping and

r'ehearsing students should have picked up this ability. The

t-score for this test was -3.22 which seemed to indicate that

the course had a negative effect on learning.

The rest of the sOr tests did not have significant results.
scores have been provided for each sub-test in AppendÍx D and

each test Ítem has been calculated and scored according to the

means table also listed in Appendix D.1 fn the table following,

the cLass scores have been calculated with Form-Þ constituting

the ore-test and Form A the oost=te ST . This procedure was

followed as the researcher did not have suffi-cient copies of
Form A to admÍnister in the pre-test. (see chart on next page).

0n the whole the results of the SOr tests were i-nconclusive

Special thanks to Drs. Meeker and Roid
neans table to be included in this thesis.

for allowing this
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partly due to the limiLed number of participants. Dr. Meeker,

the co-author of the sor test, indicated i-n conversalion wiLh

this researcher, Lhat, the sample of this study was too limited
to make any accurate conclusion. As indicated i_n the manual,

the original test was administered to over two thousand studenLs

to achi-eve the means, norms and deviaËions,l urrd my sample only
j.nvolved twenty-four students.

TesL Scores
Test Foïrnt' Max. Poss.

Score
Highest Lowest Range Aver. Median

CFU B
A

B
A

B
A

I6
I6

I6
15

06
07

10
OB

10.75
11"16

11
11

CFT 26
26

z+
1B

08
OB

I6
10

16.77
72.2I

I7
11

CMU 30
30

19
27

I2
12

07
09

16.37
12.27

I7
11

MSU(v) B
&MSS A

(v)

18
1B

1B
1B

T2
13

06
05

17.73
17 .30

1B
1B

EFU DD

A

B

A

B

A

B
A

¿o
26

24
23

11
11

l_J

72
16.95
16"50

17
I6

NFU JJ
JJ

33
33

19
I7

74
I6

27 .75 28
3I,I2 33

NST 20L
201

168
r67

r02
ro4

66
63

128.13 130
144.87 152

DMU r36
136

111
i19

49
51

62
6B

80.1 81
67,75 72

1M. Meeker, R.
Abilities TestLearnin

Meeker, G .H. Roid
Manual

Structure of fntellect
SO]-LA L. stern Psy ogicalServices,

!L
' PP.

Note Form B is the pre-test and Form A is the post_test.
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Questionnaire 1

Twenty-five out of twenty-six participants answered the

teacher prepared questionnaire. Students were highly interested

in making the video wiEh 96 percent expressj_ng this view, and

88 percent stating they would lÍke to spend a monLh studying

video makÍng. Síxty-six percent anLj_cipated having fun and

learning a new ski11. Eighty-trl/o percent thought it was important

to learn how to make a vÍdeo.

Because most stu{ents were going into the course with no

prior knowledge (as indicated in the pre-test), the course

began with simple procedures " sixty percent had used a camera

to take pictures and therefore this provided a startÍng point.

If students had used a camera they would reaTíze that images

viewed with the naked eye differed from those seen through a

camera 1ens. Fifty-six percent watched rented movies on a

Beta Max or VCR, while 28 percent recorded programs on Ehis

equipment. This might signify that students were familiar with

the recording and playing mechanj-sms on the equÍpment"

Eighty percent had watched movi-es on T.v.. rt would follow

that students mighL rearize the limitations of screen sj-ze when

depicting action. Therefore class discussions could focus on

T.V. movies versus those in movie theatres.

l{hen asked if they could make a video immediately, 36

percent responded with yes, 32 percent with no and 32 percent

1 See Appendix A for tabulated Questionnaire.
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r^/ere unsure. This three-way split indícated thaE students were

unsure of what was involved in making a video and therefore

could not answer the questj-on.

Student responses to the question ttHave you ever made a

video before?tt, were:

762" answered no, only part
287. no, only watched others do so
207" no, only helped others to do so
4% yes, occasionally

287 no, never.

ïn discussing the results of the questionnaire, the researcher

learned that part of the class had been involved in taping a

video in Grade Six, but the students participation had been

limÍted to acting. They had not been allowed Eo handle the

equipnent and they did not write or produce an original video.

In assessing students t writing skills, only a smal1

percentage of the class did not remember how to write a

conversation or a skit. Therefore, the teacher had t.o reteach

this ski11 to only a sma11 portion of the class

Since fewer than fifty percent of the class took art and

there r^ias a drawing component to the video course, it was

essential to assess students I drawing abÍlities " Sixty*four

percent said they had studied drawing while 56 percent responded

that they had taken perspective in drawing. Because of these

low percentages much class time was devoted to drawing using

perspective and a drawing assignment was Íncluded in the course.
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There was a wide variety of ski1l level demonstrated in this

assì-gnment.

0n1y four students or 16 percent of the population had

sLudied drama; therefore, several classes were devoted Lo

introducing drama with the use of games and activiti-es. A

drama student taught Ëhese techniques to the c1ass.

The majority of students had a practical attitude towards

the production of the video" Forty-eight percent vj-eweci

setti-ng or background as important t 56 percent noted acLors and

the camera were vital, while 36 percent felt that the ro1es,

characters or the direct.or were Ehe most important variables 
"

si"nce almost 60 percent of the students viewed actors and the

camera as the most important vari_ables. ( and indeed they are )
then st,udents would tend to understand the great emphasis of the

course upon camera work or technÍcal operatÍons and on acting

ski11s.

.1IapeCl Intervlelì/

students were j-nterviewed by a teacher-aide on their opinion

of the course method and the instructorrs ro1e. They were

encouraged to express any concerns or reconmendations on eÍther

the course contenÊ or the method of instrucEion.

In responding to the question: ttWhat is you opj-nion of

the course?", a represenlative sample stated that

1 See all ínterview questions in AppendÍx B (ii).
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ttlt was very enjoyable and. interesting.rtttYou learned new things "rr"It was fun acting and helping ouL during the filming.'rttYou learned how to use the camera and how to work as
a team. tt

One hundred percent of the respondents said the course was

interestj-ng and well organized. students noted that at times

some of the parlicì.pants were not interesEed and hence behaved

immaturely.

rn assessing the instructor sEudents i4/ere asked: trwas Lhe

Eeacher interest.ing or uninteresting?tt ttOrganÍzed or disorganized.?tl

ttEasy to undersLand or difficult to understand?tt A represenLat,ive

sample reph-ed that
trDirecti-ons lvere easy to fol1ow but someti.mes other
students were talking while Ehe Leacher was giving
directions. This made it difficult to concentrate.trrfsometimes the teacher talked too fast.rr

These students also noted that the ínstructor

e)

trusLed t.hem in a restricted area
encouraged students, dj-dn I t gi_ve up on them
knew Lhe equipment well
noticed problems in taping and tried to correct the
situation
got angry at students who misused the equipment or
wasted time
helped students when required but maintained student
control of the product.

f)

Idhen asked, "l,r/hat recommendations would you make f or next

year:?tt, students responded that they would

ttHave a better setting.rr
"!{ork outside, not in Ëhe school .ttttHave the scri-pt all written out, line f or 1ine. ilttPractj-se more, then tape.rt
"WrÍte a longer play so that. more characters would be
used with more action.rf

During the taped interview5 which were conducted daily after

a)
b)
c)
d)
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December fifth (when all course work and post-tesEs were

completed), students revealed that they had experienced. much

personal growth. Students felt that the video course

ItTaught you not to be so shy or scared.ttttMade the class more friendly and close to each other.rfttTaught rne that r can act a role buL not have it affect
me j_n a personal way.tt

f tl,{as lhe best experience f ever had in school .ttttMade me realize that acLÍng wasntt so easy.rf
"Showed me how to stay calm in fronË of tnã camera.tt

The majority of students felt rushed throughout the course.

rt took a while for some participants Eo feel comfortable in
front of the camera, Observat-ions j-ncluded

"I learned that f am better off behind the camera.ttttf don I t 1j-ke actJ-ng "Itt'I didnrt like having to do retakes in front of the
c1ass. "

rn summaLion, seventy-five percenE of the participants would

like to do the course again. The majority of students felt
lhat Ëhe script was down to earth - that it could happen in
real 1ife" The majority of students expressed a concern that the

background noj-se spoiled Ehe video, while 10 percent concluded

that the entire product was of poor quality. over and over

again students stressed the need Eo have more time to produce

a quali"ty product.

Jud the Video

The judges were given the questionnaire in Appendix E

to fill out while viewing the video. The video was shown t,hree

Eimes to the judges so that they could make a reasoned judgement

as to the quality of the product and to esËimate the acLing

and camera work involved.
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The comments of the judges !/ere positive. All three stated

there was a sequential sLory line which made sense to them.

using a rating scale of 0-5 (with zero representing a low rating

and five a high rating) , the student,s I actÍng abi_lity was

evaluated by the judges as between the three to four range"

All judges stated there were problems in assessing the speaking

quality because of the obstrusiveness of background sounds in
the video. studentst ability to adapt t,o where the camera was

during the taping rated hÍgh1y with four as the average score.

0n the løhole the judges were impressed with the quality of acting

at the Grade Seven level.

One judge found the fÍght scene, I'Rumble !ft, difficult to

fo11ow as the action was confusing and several stud.ents got in
front of the camera, blocking the taping of the main action.

0vera11, the camera work rated a four fron all the judges and

they were impressed with the quality of the camera work.

All the judges found the scenery to be varied and they

thought the background or setting v/as appropriate to the script,
earning an average score of. 4.6. one judge. noted the mÍx of

inside/outside and day/night shots was interesting" This

insight rea11y reflected on the quality of the script which

allowed for this variety of action. The varÍety of action rated

a four from all the judges. All of the judges conclud.ed their
remarks by stating it was an excellent student production and

they could not believe that the entj-re video was written and

executed in a one month period. They noted that the studentst
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dedicaËion to the projecE was revealed in the quality of the

video

ïn summation, the judges viewed the major problems of this

production as stemming from the quality of the sound and the

space restrictions of a few scenes. 0n the whole they fe1Ë

the results v/ere very posit.ive.

Sullimary

ïn analyzing the method of the course, it was noted that

the rnethod was followed until time resErictions hampered Ehe

production of the video. At Lhis time modifications were made

to the plan to ensure that a video would be produced.

The resulLant vldeo had to be edited under the direction of

the students whÍch delayed the judging of the video. However, the

judges had an extremely positive response to the video.

The standardized test scores which improved significantly

in the post-test were the Convergent ProducEion of Figural Units

Eest and the Convergent Production of Symbolic Transformation

test" The Cognition of Figural Transformation test showed a

regression in progress and was negatively significant. The

Ímplications of these results will be analyzed in Chapter Five"

The researcherrs questionnaire helped to establish the

entering knowledge of the pupils which in turn affected the

quality and quantity of the course design.

The taped interview allowed students Eo reveal Lheir

feelings towards the course and t.he process of insËruction.

Most studenEs enjoyed the course. Analyses of t.he evaluations

r¿ill be provided j-n Chapter Fj-ve



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

AND

IMPLICAT]ONS FOR RESEARCH AND TEACH]NG

This study has established and evaluated a systematic

rnodel for vj-deo course producti-on. The procedures for the

study were derived from a review of the li_terature and from

practical advice from other video producers. The evaluation

showed the effectiveness of the system used, the impact of

the courqe upon the participants, as well as the quality of

the classts vÍdeo. Following is a brief revÍew of the purpose

and procedures of the study, Lhe means of testing, a summary of

the results and finally the implications of this study upon

teachers and researchers.

Review. of Purpose

The rnain pqrposes of this study were first, to design a

video course based on the systems approach and second, to LesL

the course through classroom applicatÍon and evaluation.

Procedures of the Srudy

The study used a two-cycle syslem where the past experiences

of the pilot or first course were used when constructing the

course method" The course method was syst.ematically ouElined,

but it was accomrnodated Lo the rieeds of the students and to the

ti-me restrictÍons of the course.

6'I
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The means of testing in this course were both quant,i-talive

and qualitative. Two pre and post-tests were adminisEered.

One pre and post-test was standardÍzed (Structure of the fntellect-
Meeker and Meeker), while the other one 'n/as prepared by the

course designer. These tests constituted the quantitative results.

The qualitative results were obtained by interviewing Lhe

participants and by having a panel of judges view Ehe student

produced video.

Summary of Result S

The results of the standardized test were inconclusive.

0n the whole the sample of'this study v/as not large enough Eo

make any accurate statistical predicti.on. Fifty percent of the

class improved in the post-lest scores. of this improved group,

half were females. This is an important observation because

there were only sj-x females in the sanple of twenty-six. perhaps

females benefited more from the video course than did ma1es.

The class scores were significant for three tests. The

j-mprovements were in the areas of visual and motor ski11s,

(NFU), and menLal flexibility, (NST). These Eest resulrs were

subjected to t-test analysis and t,he results were +3.rr2 for
the NFU and +2.582 for the NST ( p(.05, r-score +_2.069). si.nce

the students had spenE ti-me visuarizíng by using Lhe camera

and by observing (the placement of actors, props and. scenery),

they increased their visual menory and their eye*hand coordination.
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The cFT results, which involved the transformati-on of

figures, scored a -3.22 on t-test analysj_s, ÍndicatÍng a

regressi-on in learning. rt would have been logical- to predict

that the test scores would improve in the post-test as studenLs,

through the course, becarne nore ar,,/are of how pictures could be

viewed from differenE camera angles. perhaps this ski11 was

not transferable to this type of test.

students responded in a variety of ways to the teacher r s

questionnaire. All the students were interested in makì_ng a

video but few had any previous experiences in video producti-on,

drama or art. This meant that i-nstruction would be required,

especially in art and drama to show how drawj_ng and acting were

an integral part of video production.

More Ehan half of the class had viewed movies on a Beta

Max or vcR and thus. the studenLs were somewhat familiar wÍth the

equipmenE. Therefore the use of such equj.prnent would not be

an impediment to successful learning.

The extent to whÍch the course r,/as successful was demonstrated

in the Ínterviews of the students and through the responses of

the teachers chosen to judge the video. fn order that students

would repond honestly, a Leacherts-aide, rather than the

researcher, conducted the interviews. The judges were impartial

sj-nce they had no prior contact wÍth any of the participants in Ehe

course.

The resulËs of the intervi_ews revealed that

a) most students found the course enjoyable and interesLing
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b) the instructions were easy Eo follow

c) students maintained control of the production

d) the instructor was very supporLive and had command

over the vi-deo equipment

e) mosE participants complained about the lack of time

to finish the product

f) more tÍme was needed for rehearsals and taping of

the final producL

g) seventy-five percent of the class wanted to do the

course again

h) students conquered their shyness and got to know

members of the class better.

The researcher discovered that it was Ímportant to have an

interviewer who was both familiar with the content of the

questions and unbiased towards both the students and thä teacher.

It was also necessary to have an interviewer who was patient

enough to 1et Ehe students answer the questions wi-thout prompEing

them.

The researcher had difficulties obtainj-ng judges who were

totally cognizant of the difficulties involved j-n producing

videos. Although all of the judges concurred that the video

was well done, one judge in particular had problems fo11owÍng the

main action. These problems stemmed from the poor sound

quality of the video and from the actors I stepping i-n front

of the camera aË the wrong ti-me. However, in spite of these

flaws the video was assessed a four out of a possible five in
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relation to the pacing of the action and to the varj-ety of the

setting employed in the video 
"

ïn comparing the pilot course to Ehis study, this study

was better organized, involved class instructÍon of key concepts,

employed maximum use of the camera, progressed in sequent,ial

sLeps, produced a quality product while maÍnLaining an emphasis

on the elements of visual learning. The pilot course did have

merits that were lacking in Ehis course. The piloË course used

the workshop approach to inspire creativity, produced several

videos of dubious quality but stressed both the written and

visual learning modes.

ImplÍcaËions For,Teachers

This study showed that teachers need Eo be traj-ned to use

the equipment prior to starting this course" This could be

done either through a course at the Faculty of Education on the

use of audÍo-visual equipment or through experimentation with

the equlpment.

!ühen the equipment is fÍrst introàuced into the classroom,

the teacher should ask a librarÍan versed in audÍo-visual

instrucEion or another teacher familiar with the equipment to

help out. It would be particularly helpful to have another

teacher present during the taping of Uhe final product, so Lhat

one teacher can rehearse wÍth one group, while the other teacher

tapes a scene with a different set of actors.

Above all, teachers must be willing to partici-pate in the

video course. rt is necessary to understand that such a project
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involves sharing and learning, not auEhoritative teaching. The

teacher should be excited about doing the course because this

enthusiasm will be transferred to the c1ass.

A t,eacher may also consider using the workshop approach

(from the pÍ1ot study) for the final taping of the video. This

method would a11ow students time to refine their perforrnances

and their camera skills as well as provÍde continuíty in the

production.

The Ínter-disciplinarian approach may also be used in the

area of Language Arts to determine if video production i-s the

most interesting way of integrating the currÍculum. As suggested

in the review of the literature and from the results of this

study, many cognitive levels are involved in the production of

a video. Language Arts teachers are interested in using new

Lechnology to increase critical thinking while covering curriculum

content. The video provides one solutuion to this quest.

Implications For.Researchers

Future researchers may wish to use the same method buL

wish to have longer periods of instruction and avaifability of

the video equipmen[. The resLriction of the course t.o a one

nonth period meant that the course load was intensive and that

the partÍcipants felt rushed in their producEion.

Further studies could be conducted to determÍne if video

courses could be used by teachers of subject areas other than

Language ArEs as an ai-d to inter-disciplinary studies.
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" Future researchers may wish to develop a more direct link

between video course j-nst,rucËion and increased visual intelligence

then they would need a larger number of participants for Lheir

study 
"

A comparative study could also be initiated comparing the

video produced by this Grade Seven group, who had the video

course, with a video produced by another Grade Seven group who

had not taken Ëhe course. A panel of judges could compare and

contrast Lhe qualities of both products " A standardized test

(pre and post) coufd also be administered to the non*course

group and thej-r scores could be cornpared to the results of this

study.

A longi-tudinal study could be done over a three year

peri-od with the participants of this study to see if their

visual intelligence increased significanLly when they were

exposed to a three-phased video program. A comparable statistical

measure would need to be found for years two and three"

A long term study could be aEtempted with the participanLs

to see what impact, Íf any, the vÍdeo production had upon their

future involvement in dramaËic productions, further video

studies or productions or even choice of a career.

Conclusion

Thi-s study has examined one aspect of visual learning,

Much more needs to be done in this area Lo assess the relationship
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between visual learning and intellÍgence. The systematic

approach to visual curriculum appears to be a successful

method of approach i-n Lhe producEion of a video" other

researchers could employ different methods of organi- za1j,on

and use the same testÍng methods to compare their results wiEh

Ehose of this study.

The field of video course design is sti1l in i-Es infancy.

Experimentation needs Lo be done to di-scover the most efficienE
method of producing videos wÍth students. Thi,s study presented

one avenue of exploration" There are many others which need

to be explored before a definitive video course can be i_mplemenLed.
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APPENDTX A

Date:

Name:

f"NA STANDS FOR NO ANSWER

Video Ouestlonnaire Pre*Test

Are you a _,77 boy or a _8 girl?

How o1d are you? 3 11, 17 _ L2, 3 13, 1 14, _ 0 f5" NA 1

To which ethnic group do you belong?

_l?_ Filipino _1 Vietnamese 6 Portuguese

1 Anglo-Saxon (from British fsles) I Chinese

Other - please list: 2 Gerrnan; 1 of each: Greek, Punjabi,

Métis, Jamaican; 1 NA"

a) h/ou1d you be inLerested in making a video?

_24 yes ! unsure 0 no

b) lf you answered YES, why do you want to learn this? You can

check off more Lhan one answer if necessary:

_19 _ it would be fun ' 0 donft know

+ to show it Lo others 19 to learn a new ski1l

I other - please list: to set a pood 1aush out of it

5 Which of the following do you do at home? You can check off

more than one if necessary:

L4 watch rented mòvies on a Beta Max or VCR

_1 use a video camera to make home movÍes

7 use a Beta Max or VCR to record programs

15 use a camera Lo take o ictures

20 watch movies on a T.V. statíon

6 I{ould you be able to make a video now?

__9_ yes I no I unsure

Do you think it is important to learn how to make

!_ unsure 0 no 2I _ yes

a video ?

4

7
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Date:

Name:

8. Have you ever made a video before?

__0_ yes, regularly

é_ no, only part of a video

7 no, only watched others
do so

1 y€s, occastionally (once
in a while)

ro, only helped others
to do so

5

7 no, never

9 Have you ever studied the following? Check off more than one if
necessary:

2I writing a conversation (talking between two or
more people)

0 writing for T.V.

t how to work a video camera

_ 15 how to work a çernera for taking pictures

_76 drawing

74 how to draw, using perspective (three-dimensional)

22 how to write a skit

4 tirama

10. What ís a written script?
J¿

Taking B0% as an acceptable leve1 of knowledge - mastery:

9c
1N

orrect ansr,{ers
A

10 had 50% correct 5 had no idea

11. List as many items as possible that are required to make a video
(include people, things, ro1es, etc.):

Mastery here meaning that students did not require instruction
because they already understood the concepts at an eighty
percent level.
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Date:

11. (cont'd)

25

Name:

actors /ro1 es / charact er s

director

written script

producer

camera person

14 camera 12 settÍng/
background/
scenery9 6 video

tape film
5 7 1Íghts

L video
3 4 costumes

2
3 music,

singing

_2 money

3 writer

3 sound/talking

72. Go back to vour li st above. Put Lhe number 3 beside the three
i-tems you feel are the most important in making a video:
74 actors i 12 camera; 5 script; 5 director.

13. a)

D)

I¡lould you be willing to study video making for one month?

22 yes 0 no 2 unsure 1 NA

If you checked off Unsure, please te11 why you fee; this way:

i) I'11 get bored early.
ii) Ifl1 get bored after studying too much of it.
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Name:

APPENDTX B (i)

V]DEO COURSE CHECKL]ST

ITEM
TEACHER'S
TNTTIAL DATE

MARK
ESTTMATE

1. Formal Pretest

2" Teacherrs Pretest

3. Drawing Assignment

4. Video Term Test

5. Improvisation

6. Role Playing

7. Mime/Body Language

8. Camera Experience--Hands 0n

9 " Acting in Front of Camera

10. Participated in Games in
Front of Camera

11. i,{riting Script into Three
Tntroductory Scenes

12: Try out PartÍcipation/
Roles/in Front of Camera

13. Assigned Role in Crew
Part:

14. I^Jriting Script, First Version

15. Try Out Participation wiLh
No. I|-RlC

16. Viewed Otherfs Video

17. Developed Judgíng Criteria

18. Discussion of Objectives

19. Discussion of How Course
Parts Fit

20. \./rite Final Script

21. Final Crew Role:
Part:
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Name:

]TEM
TEACHER I 

S

INITIAL DATE
MARK

ESTIMATE

22. NOTEBOOK

23. Assessment of Course--h/ritten

24. Assessment of Course--Oral

25. Formal Post-test

26. Teacherrs Post-test

Substitute:
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APPENDTX B (ii)

Evaluation on Tape

Course: What is your opinj-on of the Course? l{as it inter-
estíng or uninteresting? Organized or disorganized?
Easy or difficult? Other? Encourage students to
explain their response.

Teacher: I,r/as Ms. Gray interesting or uninteresting? Organized

or disorganized? Easy to understand or difficult to
understand? Other? Encourage discussion if students
had problems following the teacher.

Evaluation: l{hat recommendations would you make for next year?

About the course? To the teacher? Do you feel that
any teacher could teach Lhis course? h/as the class
keen or interested in the course? What kinds of
things did you learn about yourself from this course?
Did any activities make you feel uncomfortable?
l^/hich ones? Why? Did the teacher recogni.ze this?
How did you know? l{hy did she not respond?

0ther: If students have any other responses that could aid
in evalua-tion of the course or the teacher, now is
the time to include them.
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APPENDÏX C

REVISED FLOW CHART
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APPENDIX C

Revised Flow Chart
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APPENDTX D (i)

SOI LEARNING ABILITIES FORM g COMPLETED ON THE 5 NOVEI"ÍBER, T984.

Students were gi.ven a number and listed as eiÈher male or female.

TOTALS

29s

342

367

282

375

327

306

410

264

309

362

357

340

255

316

239

348

313

327

29r

289

322

STUDENT cru CFT CMU MSU(v) MSS(v) EFU NFU NST DMU

lrm 13 24 L7 18 07 16 19 160 82

2'f 06 16 L4 18 00 16 27 r24 74

3rm 09 20 14 16 L2 2L 33 155 62

4rm I6 2T 18 I7 o7 18 33 155 82

5rm 11 09 16 16 07 T4 27 111 7L

6rm 72 18 18 I7 I2 20 33 i48 97

7 f 11 t4 18 18 o7 16 33 131 79

8,m 11 08 18 18 12 15 19 10s 100

9rm I2 2Q I7 18 18 18 28 168 111

l0, f 11 10 18 18 03 L2 24 86 82

11 ,m t2 10 19 18 L2 L6 30 702 90

12,m 13 23 18 18 07 i9 33 L34 97

13, f 10 I7 19 18 o7 18 3? 153 83

L4,m 10 L7 T7 18 07 I7 30 r43 81

15, f 10 09 18 T2 03 I4 2I 101 67

16, f 09 18 L7 T7 a7 L4 22 133 79

17,m 10 15 T7 15 00 i1 i9 83 69

18,m 10 22 L4 L7 18 2I 31 L27 88

9 f, 10 tl T4 18 07 L7 32 155 49

20,n 11 19 13 18 07 L7 32 138 72

27,m 08 16 L2 T7 07 16 28 103 84

22,n 11 T4 T4 18 07 T7 27 103 78

23,f 1l t5 77 18 T2 2Q 2T r27 81

24,m 11 22 16 18 18 24 33 i30 77 349
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SOT LEARNING ABILITTES FORM A COMPLETED ON

lHE SIXTH 0F DECEÌfBER, 1984"

students kept their same nunber for both test forms.
Appendix D (ii)

TOTALS

34s

327

SruDENT CFU CFT CMU Msu(v) MSS(v) EFU Nru NST DMU

1rm 10 L7 16 18 00 16 20 767 81

2 , f 11 09 T4 18 18 r6 32 132 7T

3rIn 11 t0 L4 t7 13 19 33 141 51 309

4rm T4 18 19 18 o7 2L 33 160 70 360

5rm 13 11 13 17 t2 T2 30 r29 67 304

6,m 10 18 17 18 T2 19 33 L57 76 360

7rf I4 10 2L 16 07 r6 33 159 94 370

8rn 11 09 15 16 09 12 T7 131 85 305

9rm T2 76 2L 18 13 20 33 L73 80 386

10, f 09 10 13 t7 08 t1 33 104 88 293

11,m i1 13 18 18 t2 15 33 r42 119 381

L2,m 13 19 T6 18 18 23 33 r34 72 346

13, f I4 11 20 18 00 16 33 157 72 34r
14,m T2 1t 17 18 L2 20 33 r67 69 3s9
15, f 07 09 15 13 o7 11 30 115 56 263
16, f 11 09 l7 T7 o7 15 33 123 61 293

17 ,m T7 t2 13 29 i19 74 297

18 rm 11 T7 16 L7 12 19 33 16s 74 364
19, f 07 09 10 18 12 T2 33 165 7I 337

20,m 11 T7 T7 18 07 20 33 L67 104 294
2L rm 12 08 13 18 00 16 33 131 97 228
22,m 09 09 L2 L7 13 31 r22 68 284
23,f 13 L2 L4 18 18 '),) 30 r52 62 34I
24,m L4 15 77 18 19 33 165 64 360
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Trble l?
Mcens ¡nd St¡nd¡rd Dcvietlons for the Forms A ¡nd B Norm¡tlve Semplc: Intermedi¡te Level ;i

SOI-LA Mer¡urc n

Mrlcr

Mcln ,SD

Fcm¡lcr

Mc¡n ^sD

EFU
cFc
CFS
CFT
CSR
css
CMU
EMR
CMS
MFU
MSU.V
MSS.V
MSU.A
MSS.A
MSI
EFU
ËFC
ESC
ESS

NFU
NSS
NST
NSI
DFU
DMU
DSR
Cognition
Mcmory
Evaluation
eonvergent Produaion
Divergcnt Production
Figural
Symbolic
Scmantic
Units
Classcs
Relation¡
Systems
Transformations
lmplicationr
Total tcst

2,260
t,943
I,879
¡,9t8
I,ó87
I,92E
2"2E1

2,M6
2"189
I,934
I,333
t,246
¡,885
I,885
r 
"035

2,¡00
1,994
1,9r9
r,92E

|,938
r,910
2,114
2,090
2,097
2"085
1,196
2,304
2.256
2,116
2,300
2,103
2,304
2,303
2,302
2,304
2,006
2,176
2,2t8
2,253
2"t00
2,304

1t.24
6.59

r9.92
t 3.25
4.4t
6.57

r 8.83

20.27
t 5.68
13.52

16.97

I t.95
t5.67
8.33
8.87

17.92
9.66

18.49

5.ó9
25.70
5.0t

t 28.8 I

17"12
29.70
65.81

60.55
70.26
63.58
66"42
72.28
45.01

64.41

68.06
64.39
ó6.80
ó6.0 r

59.20
69.t7
58.42
67.27
64.72

2.62
t.17
7 "33
4.50
2.t3
r .51

5.46
4.48
4.55
5.t2
2.24
ó.tI
3.48
5,8 t
3.76
3.96
2"32

5"92
2"35

7,27
2.69

38.90
5.08

t3.32
26.78
23.63

t4.17
r 8.86
¡ 5.85
r 8.93
r 3.66
r t.7l
t7.t7
t6.46
I r.l5
t4.49
t 8.83
2t.l I

r 6.82
21"79
t3"óI

2,302
1,9t9
I,897
¡,937
t"727
1,969

2,345
2"t22
2,284
I,909
t,213
t"t t7
I,943
I,939

870
2,t25
2,014
1,9ó4
I,964
I,956
1,957

2"173
2,1ó8
2,t90
2.r83
I,833
2,393
2,296
2,t37
2,384
2,199
2,392
2,39t
2,393
2,393

2,028
2,238
2,293
2,293
2,t85
2,393

r t.07
ó.90

t9.96
t 2.96
5.05
6.74

r9.E3
2 t.00
¡ ó.98
14.46

t7.29
t2.1t
t6.26
9.83
9.t8

t8.40
9.92

20.00
6.t4

27.2t
5.4ó

142.69

r 8.32
29,9E
74"95

9.40
72.79
67.85

69.88
77.97
48.56
65.79
73.03
ó9.09
69.39
69.43

63.3 r

13.82
61.7r
72.54
68-62

2"42

t.68
7.07
4.2t
2.05
1..!0
4.82
3.85
4.09
4.70
t.ó3
5.84
2"56
s.82
3"70
3.89
2.29
5.63
2.l r

7.07
2"55

3 t.54
4.35

t2"20
22"63
25.43
¡ 3.36
17.23

14.80
t6.72
t2.49
10.87
t 5.49
t4.0ó
9.69

t3.62
17.84
t9.t7
t4.96
¡9.8¡
t2.t2

ú Copyrightc 1985 by WESTERN PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
Not to be reprcduced in whole or in part without written
pernrission of l{estern Psychological Servjces. All rights
ñeserved.

Reproduced by permission
Services, 7203L Wilshire

the publisher, Western Psychclogical
vC., Losr Angeles , CA 9QC25 " I
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APPENDIX D (iv)

SO] LEARNING ABIL]TTES MEANS, AVERAGES
FOR FORMS A AND B

FORMS TOTALS

B

Averages 79 .88

Class
Median

Test Median

A

Averages

Class
Median

co
Oì

Test
Median

DMU

B1

IJ

67.75

72

73

MST

L29.Bt

r42

133

L44 "87

752

r42

NFU

27.13

30

29

3L.L2

33

29

EFU

L7.O4

L]

L9

6.50

L6

19

MSS(v)

8.58

7

13

9.Bl

L2

13

MSU(v)

71 .31

1B

T]

17"30

1B

T7

CMU

16.38

17

20

ls.90

I6

2A

CFT

Ls.96

L7

72

12.27

11

I2

CFU

10.65

l1

l-1. 16

12

11

1,2
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APPENDIX E

CRITER]A FOR JUDGTNG V]DEO

Answer all the questions be1ow. Use a rating scale of O-5, with
5 being the highest grade. NA will signífy no response.

1

2

aJ

Was there a sequential story line? _Yes _ No _Unclear
Did the story make sense to you? _Yes _No Unclear

Assess the actors I ability in the following areas:

speaking believable acling

ability to adapt to where the camera was while taping

Other:

4

J

Did the music match the action? Yes

Assess the camera work, using the 0-5 ratio:

Comments:

No Unclear

6

7

l^las the scenery varied? _ Yes _No Unclear

Assess the suitability of the background/setting with 0-5 ratio

Comments:

I Assess the variety of pace (action) (0*5)

Comment.s:

9 " Any further crj-ticism of the video?
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DA]LY LESSON PLAN

NOTE: STUDENTS ARE TO ESTTMATE THETR I,{ORK DAILY.
SHEET ON THE FOLLOI/ING PAGES.

SEE MARK

Day 1 Administer teacherrs questionnalre (pre_test).

Day 2-4 Adminisrer standardized test (pre_test)

Day 5

f)

References:
Lorac, C.
Ski11s. Gr

and ldeiss, M. Communication and Social
. Br. : A. lúheaton & Co ., ttd., 1981, p. 83.

Hyne, Lynne and Livesle Jack Letts Play T.V.: The

)
)

a
b

c)
d)
e)

Give a brief overvj_ew of the course, go over outlj_ne.
Teach freeze frame techniques, differãnt kinds of
camera shots, hand signals, panning, zooming, trackj_ng,tilting 

"fntroduce the idea of keepi-ng a notebook for evaluation.Try out hand signals for shots.
Yl:y " student-produced video and correctly j_dentify
different camera shots. point out good points and
problems in this video.
Give out drawing lesson for homework. ( See Morrow andSind below for exact page.)

v
Be nnl- s of Critical T .V. A
Ontario: TVOn

Sandford, F.

tario Pub1., eb. 1982.

.t. ed., 1977, pp.
Fast Forward . Ontario: Ontario Teachers

76,77 ,78.

Morrow, J"
Park, N"J.

and Suid, M. Media and Ki.ds
Hayden Books Co. , Inc., 1977,

Script l{riting:
a) use overhead Lransparency of an illustraEed story;students are to wrÍte the dialogue and narration.b) give students_cartoon on a paper. Assignment is towri-te the dialogue and narration including the actionsof the characters.
c) choose a short poem which can be divÍded into threedistincl visual images. Draw the pictuïes on the

overhead for the first two scenes. students are to
make up sui-table dial0gue for each scene and to createa third picture which suits Ehe action.

References:
Lorac and l{eiss, See Day 5 , pg.B2.

Rochelle
p.48,49.

Day 6



Day 7

89

Divide the class Ínto two equal groups. One group
does the dramalic warm up (mime, role playing, improvisation)
wÍth a student teacher. The other half braÍnslorms
ideas about possible subject matter for the video.
ïf you wish, redivide each group to form four groups to
get the maxi-mum ideas possible. Set up buzz groups
where there is a leader, a recorder and presenter
appointed for each group.

Each group is to come up with the beginning, middle
and end segments of a plot. Thj-s is to be a very
general outline.

References:

Elkind, Samuel. ImprovÍsati-on Handbook. Illinois:
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1975, pp. 2-22.

Kaplan, DorL
Television.

VÍdeo in the Cf

1980, Chapter Five.

Day B Reverse the previous dayts groups and repeat the
exercises.

Day 9

Day 10

Day 11

The results of the groupsrbrainstorming should be
presented to the class as a whole. Each group is to
detail one scene from thei-r p1ot, write it on a stencil
and di-stribute iE to each class member. The
recorder is to wri-te out the stencil.

Presenters from the groups hand out the stencils to
the class and Lry to persuade the class that they have
the best ideas for a script.

fntroduce the camera lnto class by completing the following
activities:

a) teach camera terms and dernonstraLe the operation
of the camera.

b) have students introduce each other in groups of
three wj-th one person doing the introduction,
another operating the camera and the Ehird person
sitting and waiting to introduce his/her partner.
Make sure the camera is on a tripod for thj_s
actÍvity.

Review the dayrs previous shooting. Discuss camera control.
Have the class vote on which they script they prefer.
Teach treatment, how to enlarge action and how to make it
ygrk. _Use the plot sheet to show how to detaj.l a p1ot.
After lesson have students decide which type of p1ät
they have selected.
References: Kaplan, See Day 7, p. 49 fsr treatment and

p. 52 for ploE patterns.



Day 12

Day 13

Day 14

Day 15

Day 76

Day 17

90

Do drama games in front of the camera such as pass the
object, sports audience, improvj_sational skits (silent).
Students are to take turns usi-ng Lhe camera while taping
the games. The students whose previous tapi_ng was
successful (Day 10) should be given a chance first to use
the camera"

Review previous dayrs taping. Stress the positive
aspects of the canera work. Make a list of studenLs
i-nterest.ed in being a camera person.

Plot an outline of the script on the overhead. Plan
in detail up Lo the end of episode one.

Put up a large art paper with the main characterts
names on it. Students are to sign up for the parts.
Students are assigned to do the treatments for parts
of the scripL in groups.

The class is to tape an i-mprovisation of Ehe first
scene of the video. Do several takes untÍl you are
satisfied you have a quality product. Assign temporary
roles prior to taping. Explain the roles to the class"
Have lhe student-producer decide when the Eaping is
a quality product.

View Ehe first take from yesterday in class. Have
students try out for parts (auditlon) and video tape
their auditions where possible. Have the class vj.ew
the tapes and select the best actors for the roles.
Discuss doing a sLoryboard with cue li-nes instead of
a deLailed script as time is running out. Assi.gn
final crew roles. Have students begin working on the
behind t,he scenes acti.vities such as sound track,
obtaining the costumes, doing the credits, etc."

Go through the whole story and outline the p1ot..
Write the dialogue for scenes one through three.
Do improvisations for the rest of the scenes. l{rite
treatment for each of the scenes in the video.

Do criteria for judging. Review a previous classts
vldeo as a preliminary actJ_vity for developmenE of the
criteria. Do notes on the variety of shots needed for
single camera production. Prepare sound track.

References:

Kaplan, See Day 7, pages 48, 51.

Tape scenes one through five. Use different camera people.
Decide Íf the class needs to update their judging criteria.



Day 18

Day 19

Day 20

Day 27

Day 22

91

Review the previous dayts tapes. If the class is not
saEisfied, retapefrewrite/redramatize. FinÍsh preparing
the musical score. select which music would be appropriate
for what actÍon"

Write the 1ast, scenes. Outline, do treatment in class.
Apply Day 16 sheets on camera pacing to script and
reevaluate the script.

Continue reviewing the tapes. Decide if the quality is
adequate. Retape if necessary"

Have sLudenLs put final touches on the credits for the
video. Tape them. Discuss the original objectives
of the course and how Lhe course parts fit together.

Show the class the unedited video. Go through and write
down which parts should be edited out of the vldeo.
Go through the criteria for judgi_ng and discuss if this
video meeEs the criteria.

Edit video and show it to the students. The judges
are to vÍew the edited video and critique it. The
results are to be given to the class.

Days 23 , 24 r25 Students are to be interviewed by a teacher t s
aide in groups of three. The rest of the class is to
prepare their notebooks for credit and to begin
studying for the teacherprepared post-test.

Days26, 27 Teacherts post-test.
'Lerms and applicatÍon of
a mini-dialogue complete
shot/narration. Develop
use as a basis for their

Day One lest on definition of
knowledge. Day Two write
with treatment and type of
a 1Íst of ideas students can
mini-dialogue 

"

Day 28,29,3O Standardized post-test to be administered"




